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Abstract

Recent achievements in robotics and automation technology has opened
the door towards different machining methodologies based on material re-
moval. Considering the non force feedback nature of non-contact machining
methods, careful attention on motion control design is a primary require-
ment for successful achievement of precise cutting both in machining and in
surgery processes.

This thesis is concerned with the design of pre-processing methods and
motion control techniques to provide both automated and human-assistive
non-contact machining of random and complex shaped contours. In that
sense, the first part of the thesis focuses on extraction of contours and gen-
eration of reference trajectories or constraints for the machining system.
Based on generated trajectories, two different control schemes are utilized
for high precision automated machining. In the first scheme, preview control
is adopted for enhancing the tracking performance. In the second scheme,
control action is generated based on direct computation of contouring error
in the operational space by introducing a new coordinate frame moving with
the reference contour. Further, non-contact machining is extended for re-
alization in a master/slave telerobotic framework to enable manual remote
cutting by a human operator. With the proposed approach, the human op-
erator (i.e. a surgeon) is limited to conduct motion within a desired virtual
constraint and is equipped with the ability of adjusting the cutting depth
over a that contour providing advantage for laser surgery applications. The
proposed framework is experimentally tested and results of the experiments
prove the applicability of proposed motion control schemes and show the
validity of contributions made in the context of thesis.
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Özet

Robotik ve otomasyon teknolojilerindeki son gelişmeler, farklı işleme yön-
temleri için yeni kapılar açmıştır. Temassız işleme yöntemlerinin kuvvet geri
beslemesi içermeyen yapısı değerlendirildiğinde, yüksek hassasiyetli kesimin
hem imalat süreçlerinde hem de cerrahi süreçlerde elde edilmesi için hareket
denetim sistemi tasarımına büyük özen gösterilmesi gerekmektedir.

Bu tez, rastgele ve karmaşık şekilli eğrilerin hem otomatik hem de bil-
gisayar destekli manuel temassız imalatını mümkün kılacak çeşitli ön işleme
yöntemlerinin ve hareket denetim tekniklerinin tasarımını ele almaktadır.
Bu bağlamda, tezin ilk bölümü bu eğrilerin çıkarımına ve işleme sistemi
için gerekli referans gezingelerinin ve kısıtların oluşturulmasına odaklanmak-
tadır. Rastgele şekilli çevritlerin yüksek hassasiyetli otomatik işlenmesi için
iki farklı denetleyici şeması uyarlanmıştır. Birinci şemada, özellikle keskin
köşeler içeren şekillerin işleme performanslarının iyileştirilmesi adına önizleme
denetleyicisi kullanılmıştır. İkinci şemada, denetleyici çıktısı görev uzayında
tanımlanan ve referans çevrit ile birlikte hareket eden yeni bir koordinat sis-
temi üzerinden çevrit hatasının dogrudan hesaplanması temelinde oluşturul-
muştur. Bir adım öteye gidilerek, önerilen yöntem temassız işlemenin, bir
efendi/ köle yapısı ve telerobotik uygulama çerçevesin de bir operatör tarafın-
dan uzaktan ve manuel bir şekilde yapılmasını mümkün kılmıştır. Önerilen
bu yeni yöntemle insan operatörün (örn. bir cerrahın) hareketi belirli sanal
sınırlar içerisine limitlendirilmiş ve bu sayede belirlenen çevrit üzerinde kesme
derinliğinin ayarlanması mümkün kılınarak lazer cerrahi işlem- ler için avan-
taj sağlanmıştır. Önerilen çerçeve deneysel olarak gerçeklenmiştir ve deney
sonuçları önerilen hareket denetim şemalarının uygulanabilirliğini ve tez kap-
samında yapılan katkıların geçerli olduğunu kanıtlamaktadır.
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Chapter I

1 Introduction

1.1 Background & Motivation

1.1.1 Overview of Non-Contact Machining & Cutting

Recent achievements in robotics and automation technology has opened the

door towards different machining methodologies based on material removal.

With current state of the art, manufacturing processes can be broadly divided

into two groups usually referred as conventional (traditional) and unconven-

tional (non-traditional) machining methods. Conventional machining refers

to shaping a substrate material via contact forces using a harder tool and

is historically an earlier stage of manufacturing that is still valid for many

industries. Among the examples of conventional machining techniques, turn-

ing, boring, milling, slotting, drilling, forging and grinding can be listed.

Non-traditional machining, on the other hand, refers to non-contact material

removal process using certain physical interaction phenomena between an en-

ergy source and the substrate to be machined. The energy from the source is

densely localized in a very small region and directed towards the substrate.

Considering the sources of energy and physical interaction types, examples



of recently developed non-contact machining techniques can be listed as wa-

terjet machining (WJM), electric-discharge machining (EDM) and laser ma-

chining (LM). The details related to material removal mechanisms of these

techniques are summarized below;

• WJM: Waterjet machining [1], [2] relies on removal of material from

an incident surface using highly pressurized water sent from a nozzle

with very small exit diameter. The most important advantage of WJM

is the lack of thermal deformation and pollution during process. On

the other hand, water contamination and limitations on nozzle exit

diameter act as disadvantages preventing use of WJM for micro-sized

cutting applications [3].

• EDM: In electric-discharge machining, material removal is carried out

through high frequency electrical sparks over a conductor material [4].

As a commonly adopted non-contact machining method, EDM shows

effective usage especially on brittle metals. The drawback of EDM is

on its limited applicability only over conductive materials [5].

• LM: Laser machining is the most commonly adopted non-contact cut-

ting methodology that has been studied for various implementations

including industrial machining [6], [7], [8], product marking [9] and

robotic surgery [10]. The underlying principle of laser machining is

based on braking the chemical bonds on incident surface via condensed

energy of photons. A major advantage of LM is that; based on the

wavelength of incident beam, a wide range of materials can be ma-

chined. Furthermore, achievement of very small spot size (i.e. in the

order of microns) with precise optical instruments bring the advantage
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of machining very small pieces (i.e. micro-machining) [7]. One major

drawback of LM is the conic shape of laser beam that yields precision

loss after a certain cutting depth.

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 1.1: Illustrations of Non-Contact Machining Techniques; WJM (A),
EDM (B), LM (C )

Examples of WJM, EDM and LM are illustrated in Figure 1.1 (A), (B)

and (C) respectively. Several advantages of non-contact machining make it

preferable over the conventional machining techniques. These advantages

can be listed as follows;

• High accuracy and surface finishing: Due to the lack of contact force

between machining tool and the workpiece, in non-contact machining,

product accuracy can be enhanced to the limits of motion control sys-

tem.

• Miniaturization of products: Absence of contact force also serves for

shrinking the product size to the limits of control system used in ma-

chining. This opens the door for production of very small scaled (i.e.

sub-micron sized) objects.

• No tool wearing: Unlike the traditional methods, in non-contact ma-

chining, there is no need for expensive hardened tools that are vul-
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nerable to wearing during operation. Hence, the operational costs are

further reduced with unconventional machining techniques.

• Silent and clean operation: The noise and dust created in traditional

machining does not exist in non-contact machining. This serves for

production of sensitive workpieces with the best possible accuracy.

1.1.2 Motion Control Requirements for Non-Contact Machining

Systems

During non-contact machining, a nonlinear geometric path is desired to be

followed by a multi-axis robotic manipulator as fast and accurate as pos-

sible [11]. Considering the motion control aspects of machining processes,

satisfaction of two major objectives comes into picture. These objectives are

briefly following a pre-specified trajectory as closely as possible, and main-

taining a pre-specified processing speed [12]. Simultaneous enforcement of

these two objectives create the main challenge in controller design of non-

contact machining systems. In that sense, high performance motion control

algorithms are required in modern machining systems [12].

In manufacturing processes, one of the most important issues is the reduction

of machining errors to ensure the quality of final products [13]. To achieve this

goal, certain desired specs exist for the motion control system. Considering

the objectives mentioned above, the requirements of motion control system

utilized for machining can be listed as follows;

• High Precision: The dimensional accuracy of the final workpiece is one

important measure of product quality [14]. In that sense, accurate tra-

jectory following capability is the fundamental requirement for motion
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control system [15]. More advanced control algorithms with better res-

olution equipment (i.e. encoders and drivers) open the path towards

improving the machining precision.

• Rapid Operation Capability: At low operation speeds or for low re-

quirements on product accuracy, the tracking errors are generally ac-

ceptable. However, as the speed of production increases dynamic po-

sitioning errors start to become more effective [16]. The high speed

operation of the system should be paid special attention using both

low inertia actuators and advanced controllers for rapid production

tasks.

• Robustness: The machining equipment is prone to disturbances from

the surrounding environment. Due to disturbances, such as nonlinear

friction or inertial loads, contour accuracy is usually deteriorated [17].

In order to preserve certain quality of production, the control algo-

rithm should be designed in a robust way that can eliminate these

disturbances during motion. Further, rigid (i.e. with less vibration)

mechanical design of machining unit should also be taken into consid-

eration for robust operation.

• Repeatability: The controller should be capable of maintaining certain

level of processing quality regardless of the shape of final product [18].

Hence, the controller should preserve its stable and robust operation

for any desired product geometry.
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1.2 Objectives & Goals

The goal of this thesis is to provide a user friendly and low cost frame-

work containing several algorithms and controllers to provide both automatic

and human assisted non-contact machining of contours that have arbitrary

shapes. In light of this goal, some methods and control schemes that existed

in the literature have to be modified and used based on operational require-

ments and some new methods are required to be proposed to complete the

overall picture of the framework for high precision non-contact machining.

Originating from this goal, the following objectives are detailed as the target

achievement of the thesis.

• Acquisition of Motion Reference: The first objective of this thesis is to

propose a generalized and wide-range usable methodology to obtain the

motion reference that can be realized in any desired system. In other

words, as the primary component of a non-contact machining system,

the first objective is to come up with an algorithmic structure for ac-

quisition of desired contour information for processing. In particular,

providing the intermediate steps for preparation of time-dependent mo-

tion trajectories and time-independent motion constraints regardless of

the shape being traced fulfills the first objective of the thesis.

• Automated Robust and High Precision Tracking of Desired Contour :

Once the contour reference is obtained, the second target is to come

up with certain control schemes that enable high precision and ro-

bust tracking of trajectory in hand. Considering the motion control

requirements of a non-contact machining system listed above, here the

incorporated controllers have to preserve certain level of accuracy for
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machining with the highest possible speed. In that sense, requirement

is to formulate the controllers in such a way that the payoff between

processing speed and machining precision is minimized.

• Extension of the Framework for Operator Assisted Manual Machining :

Modification of controllers to include a human operator in the loop

extends the application range of proposed motion control framework for

non-contact machining to fields including medical applications. In that

sense, another objective in this thesis is to provide certain controller

schemes for high precision manual cutting of random contours by a

human operator targeting to be used in laser surgery systems. Here, the

controller will not only be responsible for confining the operator motion

to an apriori set trajectory, but also be responsible for transferring the

random motion of operator to a remote location as desired in laser

surgery systems.

• Providing Means of Practical Realization: The final objective of this

thesis is to provide the means of practical realization for the proposed

trajectory acquisition and controller schemes in the context of objec-

tives given above. In that sense, the intermediate algorithms, models

and necessary derivations has to be provided in order to make the

framework consistent and applicable for a variety of applications rang-

ing from industrial production to medical operations.

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis

In the context of the study conducted in this thesis; a generalized, cheap and

easy to use framework for non-contact machining of arbitrary geometries is
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proposed. In that sense;

• Image processing algorithms for singe image based generation of open

and closed contour reference trajectories are utilized and tested in ex-

periments. The methods cover acquisition of operational space trajec-

tory reference from an input image and modification of the correspond-

ing configuration space trajectory based on desired tangential velocity

constraint. This way, random shaped operational space contours that

do not have prior mathematical representation can be processed under

a non-contact machining unit with certain desired depth.

• A control methodology is designed for robust tracking of generated tra-

jectories based on two different schemes respectively for open and closed

contour shapes. In the scheme used for open contour references, im-

plementation of previously proposed preview control strategy is made.

For closed contour references, modification of a contour tracking con-

troller is made to act directly on contour error in operational space and

provide further tracking precision. The controller is made feasible ben-

efitting from the possibility of smooth third order differentiation using

Elliptical Fourier Descriptor based mathematical representation of the

corresponding closed contour reference.

• Extension of the proposed method is made for realization of remote

non-contact manual machining of arbitrary shapes based on constrained

control framework under a master-slave setting. In that sense, the ac-

quired reference contained in the input image is given as motion con-

straint on the master system and the slave system is enforced to track

the motion imposed over the master system by the human operator.
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Slave system tracking is enabled for applications including communica-

tion without and with time delays using a previously proposed network

observer structure.

• Considering the asymmetric mechanical structures of the produced

delta robots in the experimental setup, a generalized kinematic for-

mulation for prismatically actuated delta robots is made again in the

context of this study. The proposed formulation includes a full para-

metric derivation of position and velocity level kinematics based on

direct geometric solution which does not require iterative loops. With

the proposed formulation, a whole range of kinematic configurations for

linear delta manipulators is covered including the ones with asymmetric

geometries, outperforming the existing ”setup specific” formulations in

the literature.

• For realization purposes over the experimental platform, a self optimiz-

ing controller structure is formulated to acquire the sharpest possible

image from the sample under the visual inspection unit. The proposed

self optimizing controller scheme is based on modification of an ex-

isting method with a continuous transition function. Further, again

for practical realization purposes, an existing codec scheme is modified

for application on haptic data compression for time delayed assistive

machining applications. The utilized method incorporates the Discrete

Cosine Transform based compression scheme with a selection algorithm

to transfer the maximum power of the haptic signal to the remote sys-

tem.
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis

The organization of thesis is as follows. I Chapter 2, a summary of results

existing in the literature are briefly discussed. In Chapter 3 image process-

ing algorithms and methodology of trajectory and constraint generation is

explained for the acquisition of random contour motion reference. In Chap-

ter 4 controller system background is explained and two different controller

structures are derived for processing of open and closed contour trajectories

respectively. In Chapter 5 extension of laser machining for remote operation

under the guidance of a human operator is analyzed. In that sense, motion

constraining controller derivation is given along with the derivation of slave

system controller for tracking of master references. For tracking of given

motion references by lightweight and fast mechanisms, particular selection of

prismatically actuated delta robots is made for the master and slave systems.

Originating from that point, Chapter 6 analyzes a generalizes kinematic for-

mulation for prismatically actuated delta robots providing the application

flexibility over a variety of systems. In Chapter 7, the experimental plat-

form and experiment specific algorithms used in this study is explained and

in Chapter 8 results obtained from various experiments are compiled along

with necessary discussion. Finally Chapter 9 gives the concluding remarks

and potential opening from this research as a future study.
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Chapter II

2 Literature Review

In the past few decades, non-contact machining has become an important

manufacturing technique for many industrial, medical and research applica-

tions [19], [20]. Among these, the popularity of laser machining technique is

growing with the increasing need for fast and precise non contact machin-

ing [21]. Unique characteristic of the laser machining is the possibility of

etching or ablating exceptionally small features in many different materials

with minimal damage done to the non-irradiated regions of the material [22].

Traditionally micro-scale device systems were fabricated by conventional IC

or MEMS fabrication technologies [23], however, laser machining is beginning

to attract more attention due to its simplicity in process, high flexibility, and

high resolution [24–26].

Researchers and authors have dedicated much attention to the laser ma-

chining process modeling, simulation and applications to variety of materi-

als [27–34]. On the other hand, system design and motion control problems

specific to the laser machining systems still stay under investigation. Gener-

ally, motion control requirements for laser machining systems are high preci-

sion positioning capability [35] with nanometer resolution and repeatability

along with speeds high enough to permit machining process in sufficiently



short duration [36]. Detailed reviews about the aspects of laser beam ma-

chining can be found in [37] and [38].

In certain laser machining applications, fabrication of micro channels being

the most popular, constant processing depth is necessary [39]. In general,

groove or channel is created by the series of laser pulses fired along the

predefined trajectory. One of the ways to achieve constant depth processing

with direct-write lasers is by having constant tangential positioning velocity

and constant laser power. This topic has been intensively investigated by

researchers and authors [40]. Generally the research has taken two main

paths on the investigation of methods to reduce the contouring error. First

path is concerned with the reduction of tracking errors in a single axis which

indirectly reduces the contouring errors [41]. The second path taken by the

researchers is concerned with the estimation of the contouring errors and

contouring controller design based upon them [42].

Contour error is usually defined as the shortest distance between current

position and desired path. It can be explicitly calculated for linear or circular

two-dimensional contours. In conventional control systems, contour error is

minimized by improving tracking accuracy of each individual axis of multi-

axis system. Different control approaches can be found in [18], [43], [44]

and [45]. It is known that small contour error can be achieved even when

significant tracking error exists. Therefore this approach is usually used in

applications where high speed tracking is not required.

On the other hand, for complex trajectories in space, contour error calcu-

lation can become a very complicated problem. Hence, free form contours

can be approximated by linear segments as presented in [46] and [47]. An-

other approach assumes that contour is approximated by circular segments
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in two-dimensional plane [42], [48], or three-dimensional space [49]. In [50],

authors show how precise contour error calculation can be made if analytical

description of two dimensional reference trajectory is known. An interesting

concept of equivalent errors is presented in [51] for contour error expression

based on the assumption that analytical description of the reference trajec-

tory is known.

Looking from the control point of view, one of the first control strategies

oriented toward reduction of contouring error is the so called cross-coupled

controller (CCC), introduced more than three decades ago in [52]. The ba-

sic novelty in this approach is the design of controller that takes care of

couplings between different axes during tracking of their decoupled refer-

ences. Many different versions of this controller appeared in later studies.

They included variable gain CCC [53], [46], [54], CCC combined with neural

networks [55], self-tuning [56] and optimal control methods [57], [46]. Cross-

coupled control was further modified for repetitive motion control applica-

tions, where controller learns from previous iterations in order to improve

its performance [58], [59]. Introducing feed rate in the control loop brought

further improvement over the performance of CCC [60], [61]. Yet, another

approach in contour tracking is adopted via making use of direct contour

error. In this approach authors use contour error directly to design control

algorithm [51]. They do not use linear or circular segments for contour error

approximation.

Recently, interesting control methods have been proposed based on coordi-

nate transformation. In this group there exists several approaches. First one

is proposed in [12], where tracking error is decomposed into normal and tan-

gential components. Separate control actions are then applied to dynamically
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decoupled system for independent tracking and feed rate control. In [16], con-

tour tracking problem is formulated in a task coordinate frame attached to

desired contour. In order to apply this coordinate transformation it is re-

quired to know feed rate, velocity direction and instantaneous curvature of

the desired contour. With this approach, system dynamics is transformed to

this new coordinate frame and control system assigns different dynamics to

normal and tangential directions relative to the desired contour. Similarly,

polar coordinate transformation is proposed in [62] where contour error is

approximated with radial error. Using this simple model, contour error is

taken as a state variable and contouring controller is designed by stabilizing

contour error dynamics. Recently in [63] an orthogonal global task coordi-

nate frame was presented for contouring control in two degrees of freedom

systems. Task space is defined through set of curvilinear coordinates and sys-

tematic way for their design is given for two-dimensional case. This approach

was used in [11] for two-loop control of biaxial servo systems. More detailed

information about different methodologies adopted for contour tracking can

be found in the literature reviews presented in [64] and [65].

Besides these generalized motion control requirements, application specific

design is desired for most of the recent realizations of robotic laser processing

systems [66], [67]. Integration of laser cutting process with robotic systems

have opened many doors for various automated and manual operations. In

terms of application fields, automated machining methodologies have found

widespread usage in industrial applications [68], whereas semi-automated or

manual machining techniques have been more frequently used in medical

applications [69].

Among the medical applications of semi-automated robotic non-contact ma-
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chining, researchers put particular attention on robot assisted laser surgery

systems [70], [71]. Successful implementations on orthopedic surgery [72],

laser scalping [73], bone cutting [74] and prosthetic surgery [75] have been

illustrated in the literature by some authors. In [76] and [77] design, imple-

mentation and control of a novel robotic systems for assistive laser surgery

are presented. Another computer controlled robotic laser surgery system is

presented in [78]. The presented system has volume mapping function which

works on the principle of cutting the volumetric information from an apriori

stored data set (i.e. MR data) at certain planes and creating contours to

track. This way, precise treatment of the area close to the boundary be-

tween tumors and normal brain tissue in neurosurgery is achieved. A similar

approach was studied in [79] by navigated and model based calculation of

ablation depth as a preoperative plan. A slightly different application is in-

vestigated in [80] by using computer guided scanning to improve the CO2

laser assisted microincision precision. Further, utilization of flexible catheter

systems are proposed in [81] and [82] to provide minimally invasive robotic

laser surgery.

Integration of haptic feedback in the manipulation system for laser assisted

surgery have recently been popularized by some researchers [83]. In [84],

authors discuss a prototype system to synthesize haptic feedback through a

robotic arm held by the operator, when the focal point of the laser is coinci-

dent with a real surface. Likewise, successful results about haptic feedback

including cognitive laser surgery systems [85] and systems to compensate

the tremor in laser surgery via haptic feedback [86], [87] are presented by

some researchers. Methods for active guidance of operator motion through

haptic feedback have been studied in [88] and [89] under the concept of semi-
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automated laser surgery. Studies about utilization of haptic feedback in robot

assisted laser cutting systems are supposed to extend the laser scalping abil-

ities of the operator to augment the success rates in surgeries [90], [91]. For

further discussion about use of robot assisted laser surgery systems and ap-

plications, the reader is addressed to the reviews presented in [92] and [93]

and the literature summary given in [94].
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Chapter III

3 Contour Extraction and Trajectory Gener-

ation Using an External Source

Machining of a certain shape by a laser unit requires the embedded con-

tour information be extracted from its source prior to the actual operation.

Traditionally, this contour information is stored in certain data format (like

Drawing Exchange Format - .dxf) in the digital form depending on the en-

vironment or software where the original shape is generated. However, the

shapes generated in the digital form can only contain certain combination

of simple geometries (i.e. line or circle) which puts a limitation over the re-

alization of random geometries. On the other hand, machining requirement

of these arbitrary shapes arise in many applications including production of

customized goods made by laser engraving (Figure 3.1-A) or laser microdis-

section of carcinogenic tissues in medicine (Figure 3.1-B).



(A) (B)

Figure 3.1: Random Shape Laser Machining Applications; Laser Engraving

(A), Laser Microdissection (B)

3.1 Image Processing Based Trajectory Acquisition

Processing any arbitrary reference under laser micromachining unit can be

possible via feeding the corresponding trajectory information from an exter-

nal source to the system. For this purpose, image based reference generation

is proposed in the following discussion. Making use of images as the main

source of reference brings the advantage of easy application without require-

ment of complicated and expensive tools. Moreover, most of current state of

the art surgery devices already include an inspection unit to provide the sur-

geon with visual feedback during operation. Hence, the developed methodol-

ogy can easily be integrated to the existing machining systems. The general

purpose of this section is to describe the intermediate steps to extract the

shape information embedded in an image and to transform this information

as a set of data points to the machining unit for generation of smooth motion

trajectories. In that sense, the following image processing steps are carried

out in the implementation phase;
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• Image Enhancement and Edge Detection

• Determination of Initial Data Point

• Detection of Data Points

• Scaling to Operational Space

• Increasing Data Resolution

The details related to the content of each of these steps are explained in the

following subsections.

3.1.1 Image Enhancement and Edge Detection

The shape information of a closed or open contour can simply be acquired

from the edges of that contour in the image. Hence, the edge detection op-

eration is of primary interest in order to definitely determine the contour

boundaries. It is important to note here that robust detection of edges in an

image is by itself a whole research field. The methodology adopted here is a

simple application from the results of this field just to show the feasibility of

the overall approach. Further analysis related to the robustness and correct-

ness of detected edges is beyond the scope of this study. It is assumed here

that in case of highly complicated image, the user is capable of manually

drawing the contours over the image using either one of a tablet computer

or a smart phone as shown in [95].

Prior to the extraction of information from an image, a valid assumption

would be that the input image is corrupted with white noise. So, before con-

tinuing with edge detection, the input image is filtered with a Gaussian mask.
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Further, the edges of the input figure are detected via the Canny [96] oper-

ator. Since there is always possibility of discontinuities, the detected edge

content is passed over two other morphological image operations, namely,

dilation and erosion. This step is usually required to guarantee the existence

of a smooth and continuous curvature. Following the morphological opera-

tions, the edge content is obtained and converted to binary form for the next

step of algorithm. Examples of the smoothed images and correspondingly

detected edge contents are shown in Figure 3.2 below for open and closed

contours respectively.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Figure 3.2: Examples of Smoothed Images and Detected Edges; Smooth

Open Contour Image (A), Smooth Closed Contour Image (B), Open Contour

Detected Edges (C ), Closed Contour Detected Edges (D)
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3.1.2 Determination of Initial Data Point

Successfully acquired edge content carries the richest information to generate

the motion constraining trajectory. Once the edge detection is completed,

the initial point of the trajectory has to be determined in order to initiate the

point detection algorithm. For the determination of initial points different

methodologies are adopted for open and closed contour images. For open

contour images, the user is prompted to specify the first and last points

over the figure since there is no prior information related to the starting and

ending point of the open contour segment. On the other hand, for closed

contours, this process can be made automatically since the whole contour

has to be traced by the tracking algorithm. In that sense, for closed contour

images, an algorithm scans the image in order to find the first point of edge

that is grabbed within an evolving square. Since the shape has a closed

structure, the first point detected by the algorithm can also be used as the

last point to exit the data point detection algorithm described in the next

section. The illustrations for open and closed contour initial point detections

are shown below in Figure 3.3.

(A) (B)

Figure 3.3: Illustration of Initial Data Point Selection; User Prompted Selec-

tion for Open Contour Images (A), Automatic Selection for Closed Contour

Images (B)
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3.1.3 Detection of Trajectory Data Points

Starting from the initial point determined in the previous section, a window

travels over the curve in the tangent direction of image gradient until it

reaches the last point of the contour. The gradient is calculated by a 2D first

order derivative mask over the image using the following formulation [97];

IxVx + IyVy + It = 0 (1)

where, Ix = ∂I
∂x
, Iy = ∂I

∂y
, Vx = dx

dt
and Vy = dy

dt
stand for the derivative of

image in x-direction, derivative of image in y-direction, optical flow x-axis

velocity and optical flow y-axis velocity respectively. In equation (1), the

term It =
∂I
∂t

represent the time derivative of image assuming a sequence of

images exist in the system. In the context of this study, that sequence is iter-

atively generated by removing the pixels in the centroid of tracking window

of previous image from the next image. Once the flow velocity ([Vx, Vy]
T ) is

determined, the center of the window is moved along that velocity direction

to continue with the detection of next centroid point. In the next location

of window, the new centroid, new gradient and new window location is cal-

culated and this process is carried out iteratively until the last point of the

contour is detected. During the motion, the collection of all centroid points

of the window gives the order of points that defines the reference trajectory

in image space. The procedure of detecting the data points and the detected

point set is shown in Figure 3.4 for open and closed contours respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Data Point Detection; Illustration for Open Contour Image (A),

Illustration for Closed Contour Image (B), Detected Data Points for Open

Contour (C ), Detected Data Points for Closed Contour (D)

3.1.4 Scaling to Operational Space

The coordinates of extracted data points are originally represented in terms

of pixels since the centroid of the moving window is nothing but a single

pixel. On the other hand, the operational space that should keep the tra-

jectory information is consisted of cartesian coordinate system. Hence, the

original pixel coordinate system should be transformed to the operational

space coordinates. The conversion from image space to task space is carried
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out through the following affine mapping;

 xO

yO

 =

 (OW

IW

)
0

0
(

OH

IH

)
 xI

yI

+

 βx

βy

 (2)

where, [xO, yO]
T and [xI , yI ]

T stand for the operational space coordinates (in

meters) and pixel-wise image space coordinates of the constraining contour

respectively. Here OW , OH , IW and IH represent the operational space width

(i.e. x-axis), operational space height (i.e. y-axis), image space width and

image space height respectively. The terms βx and βy in equation (2) are the

x and y axis offset values and can be given as:

βx = xF

(
OW

IW

)
+

OW

2
(3)

βy = yF

(
OH

IH

)
+

OH

2
(4)

where, xF and yF are the first detected points on the constraining trajectory.

Illustration of scaling process is given in Figure 3.5 below.
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Figure 3.5: Scaling from Image to Operational Space; Open Contour Data

Points in Image Space (A), Closed Contour Data Points in Image Space (B),

Open Contour Data Points in Task Space (C ), Closed Contour Data Points

in Task Space (D)

3.1.5 Increasing Data Resolution

The task space contour data, originally acquired from a 2D image, usually do

not contain enough number of data points to provide a smooth reference tra-

jectory for the tracking controller. Hence, an intermediate operation would

be needed to increase the total number of ordered data points and come up

with a fine resolution trajectory. In order to preserve the shape of the given

spatial curvature, a polynomial interpolation methodology is adopted in the

context of this paper.
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Given a set of N ordered data points in plane (Pi = [xi, yi, zi], i = 1, 2, ..., N),

the data enhancement algorithm first distributes the set into arrays of points

for three independent axes. Then, for all of the three axes, starting from

the first point the algorithm takes every 3 consecutive points in a window

and applies quadratic polynomial interpolation within the window. At every

incremental motion of the window, an intermediate point is placed between

the first two points based on the corresponding function. The interpolation

window travels until the last data point is included. In the last position of the

interpolation window, two intermediate points are inserted. First intermedi-

ate point is inserted between the first and second, and second intermediate

point between the second and third essential points of the window. This

process is handled in an iterative loop with iteration number k being set

apriori.

Mathematically speaking, after one passing through the initial data set with

the interpolation window, a total of N − 1 data points are added over the

existing N data points. This means that after k iterations, the total number

of data points in the system is increased to;

#DataPoints = 2k (N − 1) + 1. (5)

For the sake of completeness, results obtained from resolution enhancement

procedure are given in Figure 3.6 below;
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Figure 3.6: Increasing the Contour Resolution; Low Resolution Open Con-

tour Data (A), Low Resolution Closed Contour Data (B), High Resolution

Open Contour Data (C ), High Resolution Closed Contour Data (D)

3.2 Generation of Time Dependent Trajectories

The shape information obtained via the resolution enhancement step de-

scribed in the previous section contains nothing but a collection of data

points with the corresponding x and y coordinates. In other words, the tra-

jectory is obtained in the form y(x). On the other hand, the robotic system

which assumes these references will be operating based on trajectories that

are functions of time (x(t) and y(t)). Hence, as the second step of trajectory

generation algorithm, here the methodologies used for transforming from y(x)

to time parameterized references x(t) and y(t) are analyzed. The analysis is
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made differently for open and closed contour references. The details related

to the approaches adopted for open and closed contour trajectory generation

are given in the following two subsections respectively.

3.2.1 Open Contour Time-Dependent Trajectory Generation

The trajectory generation algorithm for open contour references receives the

ordered set of data points acquired from the image and augmented in magni-

tude by means of intermediate point insertion through quadratic polynomial

interpolation. On the other hand, in order to generate certain trajectory, one

has to parameterize these ordered data points with respect to time. Speaking

about parameterization, one can think of fitting a mathematical model over

the given shape of open contour. However, this (open shape contour model-

ing) is by itself a whole research problem being studied by many researchers

under the topics of active contours, particularly referred as snakes [98], [99].

Moreover, since most of the proposed solutions work based on energy mini-

mization schemes to fit segmented polynomials that have relatively low de-

gree, yet there is not a robust and easy to use solution from these studies.

Besides these difficulties, one other weakness of snake based methods is that

they cannot be used to model curves that can have self crossing at certain

points. In other words, the snake based methods fail to model the shape if

the y(x) trajectory crosses itself at some points, resulting in a combination

of open and closed contours. Having considered these problems, rather than

adopting a modeling based approach, in the context of this study, an algo-

rithmic approach is adopted for the generation of reference trajectories based

on time parameterization. Below the details of this algorithm is explained;

Having acquired a fine resolution trajectory of the given reference curve, one
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can insert the tangential velocity constraint VT (t) over the system. Consider-

ing a real-time control system, apriori known velocity constraint means that

the reference tangential velocity (VT [kTs]) is know for each sample kT of the

real time algorithm. Making use of this information, one can integrate the

tangential velocity reference to get the desired distance R[kTs] to be traveled

at sample k of the system running in real time as follows;

R[kTs] = VT [kTs]Ts (6)

where, Ts stand for the sampling period of the real time algorithm. Further-

more, the distance between any two points Pi = [xi, yi] and Pj = [xj, yj] over

the reference trajectory is given by

Dij =

√
(xj − xi)

2 + (yj − yi)
2 (7)

Since there is a finite number of data samples, making direct use of the

distances between points on the trajectory, one can only acquire segments

with certain error bounds that are determined by the resolution of enhanced

data. The results obtained using such an approach have been shown to

perform successful in construction of the constant velocity trajectory profile

[100]. However, further improvement of precision is possible if equation (7)

can be implicitly solved. Below the details related to this approach are

presented.

The algorithm adopted in this study works in an iterative loop going over the

entire enhanced data set of the reference trajectory. Starting from the first

two points, the distance between the given points is calculated based on the

formula given in equation (7). If the calculated distance is smaller than the
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reference distance R[kTs], the second point is incremented by one to calculate

the new distance. This procedure is executed until the calculated distance

becomes greater than the reference distance R[kTs]. Once the first point that

results with bigger distance (i.e. Pk) is acquired, then a linear interpolation is

made between the last two points Pk and Pk−1 over which at least one exact

solution of equation (7) exists for distance R[kTs]. The intermediate point P∗

with exact solution is recorded as the second reference position point in the

constant velocity reference trajectory. The algorithm continues until the last

point in the trajectory is obtained. A schematic illustration of this process is

given in Figure 3.7 below while results of the time parameterization process

for open contour trajectory generation algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.7: Schematic Illustration of Interpolation for Velocity Constrained

Segmentation
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Figure 3.8: Reference Trajectory Generation for Task-Space Coordinates.

Original Image (A), Extracted and Enhanced Reference Trajectory Data

Points (B), Time-Based X-Coordinate Reference Trajectory for Constant

Tangential Velocity (C ), Time-Based Y-Coordinate Reference Trajectory for

Constant Tangential Velocity (D)

3.2.2 Closed Contour Time-Dependent Trajectory Generation

In closed contour shapes, benefitting from the self-repeating structure of

the curvature, possibility of parameterization with periodic functions arise.

In that sense, the second segment of the trajectory generation algorithm is

reserved for the discussion about fitting a smooth and parametric curve to the

closed contour obtained via the algorithm described in Trajectory Acquisition
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section. In the context of this study, we adopted the use of Elliptic Fourier

Descriptors (EFDs) for the representation of given closed curvature.

In recent years, EFDs have been popularized and studied widely for the

parametric representation of 2D closed curves [101], [102], [103] with further

extensions on 3D geometries [104]. The major ease brought by EFDs is the

ability to represent the closed curve with a finite set of parameters which are

obtained via an ordered combination of sinusoidal functions with different

frequencies. Moreover, the advantage that the shape information is kept in

the low frequency components makes EFDs further feasible for application.

The n-harmonic Elliptic Fourier Descriptor representation of any 2D curve

can be given as,

x(θ) = a0 +
n∑

k=1

{akcos(kθ) + bksin(kθ)} (8)

y(θ) = c0 +
n∑

k=1

{ckcos(kθ) + dksin(kθ)} (9)

where, a0 and c0 is the center location of the curve and ak, bk, ck and dk

(k = 1, ..., n) are the Elliptic Fourier coefficients of the 2D curve up to nth

harmonics. In equation (8) and (9), θ stands for the parameterization variable

of the represented shape. This way, the curve preserves its unique shape for

θ ∈ [0, 2π] and repeats with a period of 2π.

Given a set of M points from an image (i.e. locations of M points that lie on

the curve boundary), one can make use of 2M number of data to calculate

the 4n + 2 coefficients that represent the corresponding curve. Usually in

practice one cannot guarantee the equivalence of number of data points and

the coefficients (i.e. usually we have M ̸= 2n + 1). Hence, for practical
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purposes, least squares approximation to minimize a quadratic error between

the estimated points and the actual points. Explicit formulas for calculation

of coefficients ak, bk, ck and dk (k = 0, 1, ..., n) is given in [103]. The results

obtained from EFD representation is depicted in Figure 3.9 with different

number of harmonics.
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Figure 3.9: Representation of Closed Contour Trajectory y(x) with EFDs.

Number of Harmonics; 2 (A), 5 (B), 10 (C ), 30 (D)

The advantage brought by adopting a parameterized curve lies in the possi-

bility of easier time parameterization for x(t) and y(t) from y(x). In order

to move from the given 2D shape (parameterized with respect to θ) to the

time parameterized curve, a similar methodology is adopted like the one used

for open contour curves. However, benefitting from the parametric represen-
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tation, this time the number of data points on the actual trajectory can

be made arbitrarily large by taking infinitesimal changes δθ. Following this

routine, the algorithm implemented for the open contour time dependent

trajectory generation is also adopted over the closed contour shapes. Below,

an example of time parameterization for a closed contour shape is given in

Figure 3.10. In order to illustrate the application flexibility of this approach,

the original contour data of this figure is generated in a CAD program and

saved in ”JPEG” format to be ready for the image processing algorithm. In

this example, the constant tangential velocity reference is taken as 0.05m/s

during the generation of time-parameterized trajectories.
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Figure 3.10: Time Parameterization of Closed Contour Shape. Original

Task Space Trajectory and Representation with EFDs (A), Time-Based

X-Coordinate Reference Trajectory for Constant Tangential Velocity (B),

Time-Based Y-Coordinate Reference Trajectory for Constant Tangential Ve-

locity (C )

3.2.3 Mapping to Joint Space Coordinates

Having obtained reference trajectories x(t) and y(t), the next step in the

realization of the time dependent reference trajectory generation process is
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mapping these references from task space to joint space through the inverse

kinematics of the positioning system. Under the condition that the robotic

system used for the realization is fully actuated, there exists one to one

mapping between these two spaces which can be given by;

q = I(x) (10)

where, q = [q1(t), q2(t), q3(t)]
T , x = [x(t), y(t), z(t)]T and I(·) stand for the

joint space references, task space references and the inverse kinematics opera-

tion respectively. Due to the requirement of planar processing in non-contact

machining, the task space reference z(t) can be taken as a constant value.

The redundancy introduced by the extra degrees of freedom (i.e. z-axis) in

the system can also be used for the formation of intermediate joints in an

application specific way. An example of such a system is analyzed in Chap-

ter 5 with a 3-DOF system where the process is handled by constraining

the motion in the third dimension. With the mapping from task to joint

space coordinates, it becomes possible to derive a controller that can work

in the configuration space while performing the tracking of desired arbitrary

trajectory provided by the image data with desired tangential velocity ref-

erence. For the sake of completeness, below in Figure 3.11 an illustration

of generated joint space reference trajectories is given for the reference task

space trajectories shown in Figure 3.8 (C) and (D). These trajectories are

generated for a 3-DOF linear delta mechanism analyzed as the experimental

platform used for realization of algorithms in Chapter 7.
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Figure 3.11: Mapping from Operational Space Coordinates to Configuration

Space Coordinates. X-Coordinate Reference Trajectory (A), Y-Coordinate

Reference Trajectory (B), Joint-1 Reference Trajectory (C ), Joint-2 Refer-

ence Trajectory (D), Joint-3 Reference Trajectory (E )

3.2.4 Time Based Spline Approximation

Following the acquisition of joint space position trajectories, the correspond-

ing velocity and acceleration references should be generated so that they can

be used in the controller. Unfortunately, the reference trajectory for the joint

angles, alone, is not sufficient to produce smooth velocity and acceleration

reference profiles. In order to assure perfect replication of the shape speci-

fied either in the image or in a technical drawing and achieve high quality

machining, existence of smooth velocity and acceleration references is a nec-
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essary condition. Jerky motion and position overshoot at the corner points

should be minimized or completely avoided in order to guaranty high quality

machining of any shape.

In order to have smooth profiles for velocity and acceleration references,

the time based spline interpolation method [41, 105, 106] is implemented.

The spline approximation is carried out on the time based configuration

space trajectory data in the configuration space. The basic logic behind

spline interpolation relies on fitting polynomials of order three over every four

consecutive data point of each joint reference angle. This way, the position

references can be parameterized with a continuous and differentiable curve.

Hence, using direct differentiation, one can also obtain the smooth velocity

and acceleration references of the trajectory as functions of time. As the

result of the spline interpolation, polynomials that represent the position,

velocity, acceleration and jerk for each sampling period are obtained in the

following forms;

qi(t) = ait
3 + bit

2 + cit+ di (11)

q̇i(t) = 3ait
2 + 2bit+ ci (12)

q̈i(t) = 6ait+ 2bi (13)

...
q i(t) = 6ai (14)

where, i = 1, 2, 3 for a 3-DOF manipulator and t stands for the time in-

crement in the corresponding sample. Since the coefficients (ai, bi, ci, di,

i = 1, 2, 3) of these polynomials are calculated through the interpolation

process at the position level, one can substitute those coefficients for each

sampling period, obtaining the corresponding velocity and acceleration com-
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mands.

3.3 Generation of Time Independent Trajectories

The time dependent trajectories are required for machining operations that

are automatically done by a robotic system. On the other hand, there might

be situations where the reference trajectory is generated without being pa-

rameterized with respect to time. The main objective of generating time

independent parameterization of some given contour can be reflected in as-

sistive machining applications. Ability of manual intervention (i.e. operator

assistance) during laser cutting process is of particular importance especially

for medical operations like laser surgery [67], [107]. In such systems, the

robotic system can provide assistance to the surgeon by confining the end

effector motion within certain path in which free motion can be executed.

Constraining certain pre-determined path requires the parameterization of

the corresponding trajectory in a time-independent manner. Originating

from this point, in the discussion given below, a methodological way of time

independent trajectory (also referred as the motion constraint) generation

is presented based on segmented circular constraints. Such an approach

was discussed in [108] under the name ”free form path generation”, where

the authors have proven mathematically that circular constraints give less

contouring error than linear constraints. As in the case of time dependent

contours, the main source of information for the generation of time indepen-

dent trajectories is again obtained from the set of operational space data

points acquired from an image. The details related to the generation of mo-

tion constraining paths using these data points is described in the following

subsections.
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3.3.1 Selection of Constraint Generating Data Set

The basics of this algorithm relies on iteratively generation of constraints

passing over the closest data points to the point where the end effector of

robotic system sits. In other words, at every iteration of the algorithm, the

array of distances between the robot end effector coordinates and the oper-

ational space coordinates of trajectory data points is calculated. Over that

distance array, the trajectory point that has the minimum value is selected

as the mid point of constraint data array.

Let us call that distance minimizing data point as Pm = [xm, ym]
T and the

point where end effector of the robotic system sits as Pe = [xe, ye]
T . In

order to generate the circle, at least three points are required. However,

there is possibility that these three points can lie on the same line bringing

the problem to an ill-posed situation. In order to prevent this situation and

have a well-posed problem, the closest 2k points are taken into consideration

and the following data set D ∈ R(2k+1)×2 is generated for circle construction

segment of the algorithm described in the next subsection.

D = [Pm−k, ...,Pm, ...,Pm+k]
T (15)

3.3.2 Generation of Circular Constraints

Once the data set of points to generate the constraints is acquired, fitting of

a circle over these points is carried out using a least squares based approach.

In the most general form, the equation of a circle in plane centered at point

[cx, cy]
T and passing over point [xi, yi]

T with radius r can be given as;

(xi − cx)
2 + (yi − cy)

2 = r2 (16)
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Expanding equation (16), one can formulate the same circle equation as

follows;

η1xi + η2yi + η3 = −
(
x2
i + y2i

)
(17)

where, η1 = −2cx, η2 = −2cy and η3 = c2x+ c2y− r2. For a total of 2k+1 data

points, equation (17) can be recast in the form of a linear regression problem

as follows; 
x1 y1 1

x2 y2 1
...

...
...

x2k+1 y2k+1 1




η1

η2

η3

 =


− (x2

1 + y21)

− (x2
2 + y22)
...

−
(
x2
2k+1 + y22k+1

)

 (18)

Equation (18) is of the form φθ = µ and is linear in parameters with an

overdetermined structure. The solution of this equation comes with a least

squares based approach as follows;

θ = φ#µ (19)

where, φ# ∈ R3×(2k+1) stand for the right weighted pseudo inverse of the

matrix φ. Having acquired the parameters to generate a circle, the constraint

that has to be satisfied for the motion of robotic system can be realized. The

details on realization of constraints are provided in Appendix A. A depiction

of constraints generated over the system is given in Figure 3.12 below.
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Methodology: Illustration of Motion Constraining Circles

For the sake of completeness, an algorithmic summary of time independent

trajectory (i.e. constraint) generation procedure is presented in Algorithm

1.

Algorithm 1 Summary of Constraint Generation Procedure

Given the set of data points Pj for j = 1, ..., N ;

• Calculate the distance Lj between Pe and Pj for j = 1, ..., N ;

• Find the minimum distance point; P∗ = argminLj

• Select constraint generating data set around P∗ = Pm

D = [Pm−k, ...,Pm, ...,Pm+k]
T

• Form corresponding circle equation

• Obtain parameters η1, η2 and η3

• Apply motion constraining controller
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Chapter IV

4 Motion Control for Automated Non-Contact

Machining

In non-contact machining, depth of the processed feature is dependent on

the properties of material and the corresponding machining unit. Usually,

the interaction between the sample to be processed and a laser cutting unit

can be modeled with certain assumptions in the background [109], [110]. In

most of the applications, the removed material from the processed region is

inversely proportional to the processing velocity of the corresponding robotic

system. Under the valid assumption that non-contact machining unit pre-

serves a uniform operational structure (i.e. constant pulse repetition for a

laser), the machining precision depends on the velocity tracking performance

of robotic system’s controller. This interdependence, therefore, requires a

precise tracking of pre-defined velocity profile by the machining system. In

regions where actual velocity is different from the average velocity that is

required to be maintained, over- or under- ablation occurs. This situation

is observed at regions where it is difficult to maintain the desired velocity

profile such as sharp turns, where the relative motion between the machin-

ing unit and the workpiece is either accelerating or decelerating. Therefore,

different control techniques need to be employed when dealing with complex



and random trajectories.

In this chapter, the derivation of the controllers used for the realization of

automated non-contact machining is presented. Due to the structural dif-

ferences between open and closed contour references, two different controller

schemes are proposed for the tracking of given time dependent trajectories.

Throughout the derivation given in the following sections, it is assumed that

the implementation systems in charge are consisted of multi-DOF robotic

platforms. Hence, prior to the derivation of controllers, background informa-

tion is presented about the dynamics of multi-DOF motion control systems.

Moreover, since both of the controllers are derived based on the assump-

tion of acceleration tracking, a brief summary of robust acceleration control

framework for multi-DOF systems is also presented in the preliminary dis-

cussion.

4.1 Background Information

4.1.1 Multi-DOF System Dynamics

For an nDOF fully actuated motion control system, general form of the

configuration space dynamics can be given with the following equation;

A(q)q̈+B (q, q̇) +G(q) = Tref −Text (20)

where, q ∈ Rn×1, A(q) ∈ Rn×n, B (q, q̇) ∈ Rn×1, G(q) ∈ Rn×1 andT ∈ Rn×1

stand for the vector of generalized coordinates, kinetic energy (i.e. inertia)

matrix, vector of Coriolis, centripetal and viscous forces, vector of forces in-

duced by gravity and the vector of forces acting directly on the joints respec-

tively. Furthermore, the superscripts ∗ref and ∗ext represent the reference
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and external variables.

The dynamics given in (20) contain the effect of all coupling forces due to the

mechanical constraints enforced by the kinematic chain of the system under

consideration. In order to have robust motion control, this nonlinear and

coupled system can be decoupled and linearized around a nominal operating

point. In that sense, the dynamics can be rearranged as follows;

Anq̈ = Kni
ref −Tdis (21)

Tdis =
{
∆Kiref +∆A(q)q̈+B (q, q̇) +G(q) +Text

}
(22)

where, An ∈ Rn×n, Kn ∈ Rn×n and iref ∈ Rn×1 stand for the diagonal

constant parameter matrices of nominal inertia and torque constants and the

vector of input currents. In equation (21), the termTdis ∈ Rn×1 represent the

combination of all undesired torques (i.e. disturbances) that have potential

to divert the motion from the desired reference. The content of disturbance

torque is given in equation (22). Here, ∆K ∈ Rn×n and ∆A(q) ∈ Rn×n are

the matrices keeping the fluctuations of torque constant and inertia from their

corresponding nominal values. These matrices can basically be interpreted

as the components responsible for current and acceleration induced torques

in the system respectively. Moreover, in equation (22), the term Text ∈

Rn×1 lumps all other non-modeled external torques acting on the system as

additional disturbance.
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4.1.2 Disturbance Observer & Robust Acceleration Control

Estimation of the disturbances in (21) can be handled by the incorporation

of a Disturbance Observer (DOB) using the assumed nominal parameters of

the system and low-pass filters as explained in [111]. Mathematically, this

estimation can be represented as follows;

T̂
dis

=
(
Kni

ref −Anq̈
)
H (23)

where, H ∈ Rn×n is the diagonal matrix whose components are low-pass

filters of structure hii = gi/(s+ gi) for i = 1, ..., n. In order to enforce robust

motion control in configuration space, the estimated disturbance in (23) can

be inserted back to (21). This way, the dynamics of the overall system takes

the following form;

Kni
ref = Anq̈+ δTdis (24)

Here, the term δTdis ∈ Rn×1 represents the remaining (i.e. uncompensated)

disturbance still acting on the system. The magnitude ∥δTdis∥ shows direct

correspondence with the selection of disturbance observer filter gains gi as

analyzed in [112]. Selection of the highest possible values for these filter gains

would enforce ∥δTdis∥ ≈ 0 leaving the system in acceleration controllable

form. Following this routine, the derivation of controller will be made to

generate the desired accelerations for the joints. The structure of DOB for a

multi-DOF system is depicted below in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Generalized Structure of DOB for a Multi-DOF System

4.1.3 Mapping Between Operational and Configuration Spaces

For the system described by equation (24), operational space coordinates

x ∈ Rn×1 can be represented using the relationship defined by the kine-

matic chain of the system under consideration. Mathematically speaking,

the transformations between configuration space and operational space co-

ordinates can be represented with the following set of equations;

x = F(q) (25)

q = I(x) (26)

where, F(·) and I(·) stand for the operators of forward and inverse kinematics

respectively. In order to obtain the transformation between operational space

and configuration space velocities and accelerations, one can differentiate the

relationship given in equation (25) as follows;

ẋ = Jxq̇ (27)
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ẍ = Jxq̈+ J̇xq̇ (28)

Here, Jx = Jx(q) = (∂F(q)/∂q) is the jacobian matrix associated with the

tasks. In the context of this study, Jx ∈ Rn×n is assumed to be non-singular

since the manipulators used in the experiments are mechanically limited to

a such workspace.

4.2 Machining of Open Contour Trajectories

Successful accomplishment of machining for open contour trajectories relies

on high performance tracking of operational space reference trajectories that

are mapped to the joint space using inverse kinematics. This requires precise

tracking of the time dependent trajectory references generated in equations

(11) to (13). Robust and high precision tracking of these references can be

realized using the acceleration control framework for which the prior back-

ground is provided in the preceding section. We can start the controller

derivation by defining the tracking error as a linear combination of position

and velocity errors;

ε = SP2

(
q̇ref − q̇res

)
+ SP1

(
qref − qres

)
(29)

where, q⋄ = [q⋄1, q
⋄
2]

T and q̇⋄ = [q̇⋄1, q̇
⋄
2]

T stand for the position and velocity

variables with ⋄ = {ref, res} representing the reference input and response

obtained from the system respectively. In equation (29), the scaling matrices

SP1 = diag{s1} ∈ R3×3 and SP2 = diag{s2} ∈ R3×3 are diagonal matrices

with positive entries (i.e. s1, s2 > 0) determining the respective weight of

velocity and position over the generalized error. Enforcement of convergence
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to zero value for this error can be possible with the following exponentially

decaying error dynamics;

ε̇+ λε = 0 (30)

where, λ = diag{λ} ∈ R3×3 is again diagonal matrix with λ > 0 determining

the convergence rate of the error to zero. Substituting the content of error

from equation (29) to (30), one can get;

SP2

(
q̈ref − q̈res

)
+(SP1 + λSP2)

(
q̇ref − q̇res

)
+λSP1

(
qref − qres

)
= 0 (31)

Equation (31) represents the configuration space dynamics of system under

exponential convergence of error (30) to zero value. In order to satisfy this

dynamics, the corresponding acceleration reference should be given to an

acceleration controllable plant. Rearranging this equation, one can obtain

the desired acceleration q̈des to track the given time parameterized references

as follows;

q̈des = q̈ref +KP2

(
q̇ref − q̇res

)
+KP1

(
qref − qres

)
(32)

where, KP2 ∈ R3×3 and KP1 ∈ R3×3 stand for the relative gains of controller

for velocities and positions and have the following content;

KP2 = S−1
P2 (SP1 + λSP2) (33)

KP1 = S−1
P2λSP1 (34)

The controller given in (32) has exactly the same structure with PD controller

applied over a disturbance compensated plant. By selecting a relatively high
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value in exponential decaying constant λ, the desired acceleration given in

(32) will perform successful tracking of the given reference trajectory. Finite

time convergence could also be possible by taking the error dynamics as;

ε̇+ λε+ µsign (ε) = 0 (35)

with µ > 0. However, the sliding mode regime is prone to chattering er-

rors which may impose loss of precision in the system. On the other hand,

further enhancement of precision is possible by the utilization of preview con-

trol structure, since the reference velocity and acceleration values are known

apriori for every data sample of the real-time algorithm.

4.2.1 Preview Controller

Preview control [41], [105] is used in applications where future information

about reference data is already known. It works on the idea of feedforward

compensation under the assumption that system is capable of tracking the

acceleration references. As inputs to the controller; the current position

reference command, one sampling step forward value of velocity reference

command and two sampling steps forward value of the acceleration reference

command are supplied. In [113], it is mathematically proven that control

input structured in this way performs better in minimizing a quadratic func-

tional of tracking error in the presence of exogenous inputs (i.e. uncompen-

sated disturbances δTdis). Here, again the command values for the velocity

and acceleration are obtained via direct differentiation of the parameterized

position reference as shown in (12) and (13). Within the controller, each of

these command data are multiplied by their respective control gains as de-
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rived in (32) and summed to provide the desired reference command, which

is then converted to current command to be supplied to the plant. The over-

all structure of the preview controller following the derivation given above is

illustrated in the block diagram in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Structure of the Preview Controller

4.3 Machining of Closed Contour Trajectories

The closed contour shapes are structurally different than that of the open

contours since they can be mathematically represented in closed form using

the EFD based approach presented in the preceding chapter. Benefitting

from this closed form representation, one can generate the desired shape of

curvature very precisely and smoothly taking into consideration the velocity

tracking requirement. Existence of smooth reference for the corresponding

x(t) and y(t) trajectories enables the possibility to calculate the third order

derivative as presented in equation (14). Smooth information about this

third order derivative is important since it is used in the derivation of the

contouring controller presented in the following analysis.

The problem of the designing controller for the compensation of contour

tracking error can be formulated taking into consideration the satisfaction of
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desired requirements of the task. These requirements are basically preserv-

ing the desired velocity profile in the direction tangent to the contour and

enforcing zero velocity in the direction normal to the contour. This means

that the error is defined in a space (referred as ”orthogonal space” in the

rest of the text) where the contour profile is dynamically transformed into

its tangential and normal components. An illustration of this new coordinate

system is given below in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Schematic Illustration of Orthogonal Coordinate System At-

tached to the Reference Contour

On the other hand, the complication arise due to the mapping between the

spaces where the actions exist. The reference is generated in the operational

space coordinates, the error is defined in the orthogonal space coordinates

and the measurement and control is carried out in the configuration space co-

ordinates. The transformation between configuration and operational spaces

is formulated in equations (27) and (28) whereas the transformation between

orthogonal space and operational spaces is derived in the following subsec-

tion. In order to provide a better illustration of the mapping between spaces,

a schematic representation is provided below in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Representation of Transformations Between Spaces

4.3.1 Mapping Between Orthogonal and Operational Spaces

As mentioned earlier, the transformation between the orthogonal and oper-

ational spaces can be made using the reference curvature of contour as the

tangential and normal components vary dynamically over it. Let us take the

given contour reference in the operational space as;

Cref(t) =

 xref (t)

yref (t)

 (36)

For any time t, the unit vector uT that is tangent to the given 2D contour

can be obtained from the normalized velocity references as follows;

uT =
1

∥Ċref(t)∥

[
ẋref (t) ẏref (t)

] ux

uy

 (37)

where, ∥ ∗ ∥ stand for the L2 norm of the corresponding identity ∗. In

equation (37), ux and uy stand for the unit vectors along x and y directions

respectively. Once the tangent direction is defined, the unit vector along

normal direction uN can be acquired using the cross product rule uN×uT = 1

as follows;

uN =
1

∥Ċref(t)∥

[
−ẏref (t) ẋref (t)

] ux

uy

 (38)
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Combining the identities given in equations (37) and (38), one can formulate

the transformation between the operational and orthogonal space coordinates

as;

O = JOx (39)

where, O = [O1(t), O2(t)]
T and x = [x(t), y(t)]T stand for the orthogonal

space coordinates (O1(t) being the tangential component and O2(t) being

the normal component) and operational space coordinates respectively. Here,

the term JO ∈ R2×2 represent the mapping between two coordinate systems

(like the forward kinematics of robotic systems) and is given by;

JO =
1

∥Ċref(t)∥

 ẋref (t) ẏref (t)

−ẏref (t) ẋref (t)

 (40)

Equation (39), contain the necessary transformation to switch between the

positions defined in two spaces. For the derivation of controller, however, one

also needs the transformation of velocities and accelerations. Differentiating

(39), one can obtain;

Ȯ = J̇Ox+ JOẋ (41)

Ö = J̈Ox+ 2J̇Oẋ+ JOẍ (42)

The effectiveness of smooth differentiation via closed form representation

comes into picture when equation (42) is considered since the term J̈O re-

quires the existence of third order derivatives of the reference trajectory. This

is why the applicability of the controller formulated in the following subsec-

tion is limited to the curves that can be mathematically represented in closed

form with smooth third order derivatives.
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4.3.2 Contouring Controller

Making use of the mappings given in equations (39), (41) and (42), one

can now define the tracking error as a linear combination of positions and

velocities in the orthogonal space as follows;

εO = SO2

(
Ȯref − Ȯres

)
+ SO1

(
Oref −Ores

)
(43)

where, the references Oref, Ȯref and the responses Ores, Ȯres are obtained

using the derived transformations from operational space. Here, like equa-

tion (29), SO1 = diag{s1} ∈ R2×2 and SO2 = diag{s2} ∈ R2×2 stand for the

diagonal scaling matrices with positive entries (i.e. s1, s2 > 0) determining

the respective weight of velocity and position over the generalized error. In

equation (43) the orthogonal space velocity reference could possibly be di-

rectly taken as Ȯref =
[
vref (t), 0

]T
where, vref (t) representing the desired

tangential velocity reference. However, since the transformation for orthog-

onal coordinate system is already derived under the approach of reference

velocity for tangent direction and zero velocity for normal direction, one can

directly use the transformed references from operational space. Just like the

case in open contour trajectories, we can enforce exponential convergence of

tracking error (43) in the orthogonal space as follows;

ε̇O + γεO = 0 (44)

where, γ = diag{γ} ∈ R2×2 is again diagonal matrix with γ > 0 determining

the convergence rate of the error to zero. Inserting the identity from (43)
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into (44), one can obtain the following dynamic equation;

SO2

(
Öref − Öres

)
+ (SO1 + γSO2)

(
Ȯref − Ȯres

)
+ γSO1

(
Oref −Ores

)
= 0

(45)

which can be recast as;

(
Öref − Öres

)
+KO2

(
Ȯref − Ȯres

)
+KO1

(
Oref −Ores

)
= 0 (46)

where, KO2 ∈ R2×2 and KO1 ∈ R2×2 respectively stand for the derivative

and proportional gains of the system to enforce convergence of contouring

error to zero value and have the following content;

KO2 = S−1
O2 (SO1 + γSO2) (47)

KO1 = S−1
O2γSO1 (48)

Since the control action is handled in the configuration space, the dynamics

given in equation (46) has to be transformed first to operational space and

then to configuration space. In order to decrease the complexity in the equa-

tions, let us first define the following error which can also be perceived as an

intermediate coordinate system;

ex = xref − xres (49)

Here, one has to recall the existance of 3rd dimension in operational space for

a generalized fully actuated 3-DOF robotic system. Hence, in equation (49),

the operational space error is defined as a 3D vector (i.e. ex ∈ R3×1) assuming

some constant reference value for z-axis. Now, in light of transformations
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given in (39), (41) and (42), one can transform the dynamics given in equation

(46) to operational space coordinates as;

(
J̈Oex + 2J̇Oėx + JOëx

)
+KO2

(
J̇Oex + JOėx

)
+KO1JOex = 0 (50)

which can be rearranged as;

ëx+
(
2J−1

O J̇O + J−1
O KO2JO

)
ėx+

(
J−1
O J̈O + J−1

O KO2J̇O + J−1
O KO1JO

)
ex = 0

(51)

Equation (51), represents the operational space dynamics of system that can

track the desired references in the orthogonal space coordinates. In order

to generate the necessary control input for the joints, however, this dynam-

ics should be converted from operational space coordinates to configuration

space coordinates. Similar to the operational space case, one can define the

following error for the configuration space references;

eq = qref − qres (52)

Benefitting from the linearity, we can transform between ex and eq using the

transformations given in (27) and (28). Hence, one can convert equation (51)

to the configuration space coordinates as follows;

Jxëq +
(
J̇x +

(
2J−1

O J̇O + J−1
O KO2JO

)
Jx

)
ėq

+
(
J−1
O J̈O + J−1

O KO2J̇O + J−1
O KO1JO

)
F(eq) = 0 (53)
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Now, we can rearrange equation (53) and substitute back the error content

from (52) to obtain the dynamics in the configuration space as;

q̈ref − q̈res +Kv

(
q̇ref − q̇res

)
+Kp

(
F(qref)−F(qres)

)
= 0 (54)

Here, the relative gains of position error Kp ∈ R3×3 and velocity error Kv ∈

R3×3 (i.e. the proportional and derivative gains) can be given as;

Kv = J−1
x J̇x + 2J−1

x J−1
O J̇OJx + J−1

x J−1
O KO2JOJx (55)

Kp = J−1
x J−1

O J̈O + J−1
x J−1

O KO2J̇O + J−1
x J−1

O KO1JO (56)

Under the condition that the plant under consideration is disturbance com-

pensated with the structure shown in Figure 4.1, the desired acceleration

that will satisfy the tracking of desired tangential velocity reference and zero

normal velocity reference can be given as;

q̈des = q̈ref +Kv

(
q̇ref − q̇res

)
+Kp

(
F(qref)−F(qres)

)
(57)

which concludes the derivation of contouring controller.

Elaborating over the content of the contouring controller, one can observe

the similarity in the structure to that of independent joint control. How-

ever, there is one major point that makes this control scheme superior to

the standard independent joint control structure. The advantage of contour-

ing controller lies in the ability of directly acting over the error defined in

the orthogonal space. This way, the acceleration induced forces that exist

in independent joint control is taken into consideration and fed forward to

the system via the coefficients Kp and Kv. The results acquired from the
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contouring control structure will be presented in Chapter 8 while a schematic

diagram of the controller structure is given below in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Structure of the Contouring Controller
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Chapter V

5 Operator Assisted Control for Non-Contact

Machining

Fully automated non-contact machining techniques presented in the previous

chapter provide an environment for cutting arbitrary shapes with certain de-

sired depth. The depth of cutting is incorporated in the tangential velocity

reference while the controller’s main task is to preserve that velocity refer-

ence during operation. However, in certain applications, the desired cutting

depth of the given shape is unknown prior to process. In such cases, systems

with the requirement of manual machining capability gains more importance.

Semi-automated or manual machining techniques have been more frequently

used in medical applications [69]. Among the medical applications of robotic

non-contact machining, researchers put particular attention on robot assisted

laser surgery systems [70], [71]. Successful implementations on orthopedic

surgery [72], laser scalping [73] and bone cutting [74] have been illustrated

in the literature by some authors.

Looking from the motion control point of view, the robotic system is required

to function in such a way that a human operator can follow arbitrary ref-

erence shape of desired contour. In other words, task of the motion control

system is constraining the operator motion on a certain pre-defined trajec-



tory. Especially in laser surgery systems, any undesired motion beyond the

constraining contour would lead degenerations in the success rates of the op-

eration due to undesired cutting of healthy tissue. Hence, in order to assist

the surgeon during operation, certain virtual constraints are required to be

satisfied by the motion control system.

Realization of motion constraining controller can be possible either directly

on the tool over which the laser system is attached [72] or in a bilateral sys-

tem framework [114]. In the bilateral control framework, the overall robotic

system is decomposed into two constituents referred as the master and slave

systems respectively. The master system (manually controlled by the opera-

tor) is assigned the task of constraining the operator motion to the desired

contour, while the slave system (coupled with laser unit) is desired the track

the motion executed on the master system. This way, the reference contour

can be traced by the operator and the cutting operation can be carried out

by the slave system based on the manual position reference enforced on the

master system. An illustration of this structure is given below in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Representative Structure of Non-Contact Assistive Machining

In the derivation given below, an assistive manual non-contact machining
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scheme is presented for application on industrial and/or surgical systems re-

quiring remote operation. The structure is realized on the basis of constraint

generation from an external image and implemented on a master-slave mo-

tion tracking platform. In that sense, the trajectory data acquired from an

image is used as the constraint and the master system controller is formulated

to satisfy the desired motion constraint. Furthermore, secondary controllers

are formulated to enforce the slave system track the motion exhibited by a

human operator on the master system for cases with and without time delay.

This way, the operator’s motion is confined to be free within certain bound-

aries on the master side while the slave system does the machining following

the motion exhibited on the master side.

5.1 Constraints in Operational Space

As core part of this study, the system under consideration is required to

enforce motion under certain constraints which are defined as functions of

operational space coordinates. Let us assume that the constraints defined on

an n-DOF system is represented by the vector valued continuous function

of operational space coordinates as;

ϕ(x) = 0 (58)

where, we have ϕ ∈ Rm×1 with m < n. The functional relationship between

operational space coordinates and the corresponding constraints defined by

equation (58) is similar to the mapping between configuration space and

operational space as defined in the preceding chapters. In that sense, one can

also define the relationship between the time rate of changes of constraints
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and operational space coordinates in a similar way as follows;

ϕ̇ = Jϕẋ (59)

ϕ̈ = Jϕẍ+ J̇ϕẋ (60)

where, Jϕ = Jϕ(x) = (∂ϕ(x)/∂x) is the jacobian matrix associated with the

constraints. The constraint jacobian Jϕ ∈ Rm×n is assumed to have full row

rank.

Enforcement of the constraints defined over the operational space coordinates

can be possible by a controller integrated to the actuators in configuration

space. In the following subsection, the derivation of controller to satisfy the

requirements desired by the constraints is made to obtain the configuration

space acceleration references.

5.2 Constraint Controller Derivation

In order to formulate the structure of controller, one has to define the error

in the constrained direction. Let us select the structure of error as a linear

combination of the constraint and its derivative as follows;

εϕ = C2

(
ϕ̇ref − ϕ̇res

)
+C1

(
ϕref − ϕres

)
(61)

where, εϕ ∈ Rm×1, C1 = diag{c1} ∈ Rm×m and C2 = diag{c2} ∈ Rm×m

stand for the constraint tracking error and positive definite (i.e. c1, c2 >

0) diagonal matrices of weighting factors for constraint error and its rate

of change respectively. Unlike the structure of tracking errors used in the

previous chapters, in equation (61), the reference constraint and its time
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rate of change is by definition set as zero (i.e. ϕref = 0 and ϕ̇ref = 0). Hence,

for simplicity of the analysis in the rest of this chapter, the terms ϕref and

ϕ̇ref are omitted. Furthermore, since the objective of controller is to push

the tracking error to zero value, one can alternate the remaining minus signs

of equation (61). This way, one can reformulate the structure of constraint

tracking error as;

εϕ = C2ϕ̇
res +C1ϕ

res (62)

Like the previous cases, enforcement of exponential convergence for the op-

erational space constraints to zero value can be possible by the enforcement

of following dynamics;

ε̇ϕ +Kεϕ = 0 (63)

with K ∈ Rm×m being the positive definite diagonal matrix whose entries kii

for i = 1, ...,m determine the exponential convergence rate of error for the

ith constraint. For a system with decoupled constraints, the matrix K will

have a diagonal structure (i.e. kij = 0 for i ̸= j). Proceeding further for the

controller derivation, one can substitute equation (62) into (63) obtaining

the following dynamics for the constraint;

C2ϕ̈
res + (C1 +KC2) ϕ̇

res + (KC1)ϕ
res = 0 (64)

which can be rearranged to give the following dynamics in the acceleration

dimension;

ϕ̈res +Kϕ2ϕ̇
res +Kϕ1ϕ

res = 0 (65)
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where, the content of gains are given as;

Kϕ2 = C−1
2 (C1 +KC2) (66)

Kϕ1 = C−1
2 KC1 (67)

The dynamics in the acceleration dimension defined by equation (65) provides

the system with exponential decay of error to zero as long as proper selection

of convergence gainK is made. In order to enforce this dynamics in constraint

space, one has to find out the value of corresponding desired acceleration

in configuration space. This comes out of two consecutive transformation

between constraint, operational and configuration space coordinates.

Let us find the desired dynamics in operational space first. To do so, one can

benefit from the identities given in equations (59) and (60) and substitute

into equation (65) to obtain;

Jϕẍ
res +

(
J̇ϕ +Kϕ2Jϕ

)
ẋres +Kϕ1ϕ (x

res) = 0 (68)

which can be recast as;

ẍres +Kx2ẋ
res +Kx1ϕ (x

res) = 0 (69)

Here, the coefficients standing for the proportional and derivative gains can

be given as;

Kx1 = J#
ϕ Kϕ1 (70)

Kx2 = J#
ϕ

(
J̇ϕ +Kϕ2Jϕ

)
(71)

where, the term J#
ϕ ∈ Rn×m stand for the right weighted pseudo-inverse of
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the matrix Jϕ. Equation (69) represent the dynamics in operational space to

enforce the exponentially decaying error condition for the satisfaction of con-

straint ϕ (x). Particularly, the content of coefficient Kx2 represent the cou-

pling of velocities in the constrained dimension necessary for precise tracking

requirement. As the controller is acting in the configuration space coordi-

nates, in order to obtain the necessary input for an acceleration controllable

plant, one has make a final transformation from operational space to config-

uration space coordinates. This can be accomplished via the transformations

given in (25), (27) and (28). Substituting back from these identities to equa-

tion (69), one can acquire;

Jxq̈
res +

(
J̇x +Kx2Jx

)
q̇res +Kx1ϕ (F (qres)) = 0 (72)

which can be further simplified as;

q̈res +Kq2q̇
res +Kq1ϕ (F (qres)) = 0 (73)

where, the gains Kq1 and Kq2 have the following content;

Kq1 = J−1
x Kx1 (74)

Kq2 = J−1
x

(
J̇x +Kx2Jx

)
(75)

Making necessary substitutions from equations (66), (67), (70) and (71), one

can write down the full content of these gains as;

Kq1 = J−1
x J#

ϕ C
−1
2 KC1 (76)
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Kq2 = J−1
x J̇x+J−1

x J#
ϕ J̇ϕJx+J−1

x J#
ϕ C

−1
2 C1JϕJx+J−1

x J#
ϕ C

−1
2 KC2JϕJx (77)

Equation (73), reflects the dynamics of constraint tracking in configuration

space coordinates with coefficients (76) and (77). The desired acceleration

can be retrieved from this equation as follows;

q̈des = −Kq2q̇
res −Kq1ϕ (F (qres)) (78)

Under the condition that satisfactory disturbance rejection exists, the desired

acceleration given in (78) will enforce exponential convergence of motion to

the desired constraint. This completes the discussion regarding the structure

of constraint controller. A block diagram of the controller is provided below

in Figure 5.2 for better illustration of the process. In Appendix A, details

related to the realization of this controller to provide free spatial motion

along a pre-defined curve in task space is explained.
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Figure 5.2: Structure of the Master Side Motion Constraining Controller

5.3 Slave System Tracking Controller

In order to transfer the motion from master system to the slave system, we

need to formulate another controller. The objective of this controller is to

synchronize the motion between the two systems. This synchronization can

be realized for systems with and without communication time delay utilizing

different controller structures respectively. Under the assumption that dis-

turbances acting over the slave system are cleared out using the formulation

described in equation (23), the slave plant can assume acceleration references.

In that sense, the procedure to derive the controller for motion synchroniza-

tion should end up with acquisition of desired accelerations. Since the content

being under consideration does not include feedback of forces from slave to

master system (i.e. master system is allowed to have free motion in a con-
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strained workspace), these are the desired accelerations of slave plant prior

to the motion reference acquired from master system.

5.3.1 Controller Without Time-Delay

For indoor applications that do not require transmission of signals to distant

locations, one can assume negligibly small amount of time delay between

master and slave systems. Here, the controller will be derived based on this

assumption.

We can start by defining a tracking error between master and slave systems.

Taking into consideration that there may exist possible scaling between mo-

tions of master and slave systems, one can define a linear combination of

position and velocity errors as follows;

εms = W2 (ẋm − βẋs) +W1 (xm − βxs) (79)

where, W2 ∈ Rn×n, W1 ∈ Rn×n and β ∈ Rn×n are diagonal matrices stand-

ing for the weight of velocities in tracking error, weight of positions in tracking

error and motion scaling between master and slave robots. In order to prevent

further couplings on the controller and preserve the aspect ratio of motion

between two systems, these three matrices can be assumed as scaler multiples

of n×n identity matrix (i.e. W2 = w2In, W1 = w1In and β = βIn). Similar

to the constraint controller, the tracking error (79) will converge to zero value

if it is enforced to have an exponentially decaying dynamics. Mathematically

speaking, this requires the realization of the following equation;

ε̇ms +Kmsεms = 0 (80)
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where, Kms ∈ Rn×n is the diagonal positive definite matrix that determines

the convergence rate of tracking error to zero. Substituting equation (79)

into (80) yields the following expression;

W2 (ẍm − βẍs) + (W1 +KmsW2) (ẋm − βẋs) +KmsW1 (xm − βxs) = 0

(81)

Equation (81) enforces the error between master and slave systems to zero

value by proper selection of convergence gain Kms. The tracking require-

ment of slave system would be satisfied with the following operational space

reference acceleration;

ẍs = Λ1ẍm +Λ2 (ẋm − βẋs) +Λ3 (xm − βxs) (82)

where, the coefficients have the following content;

Λ1 = β−1 (83)

Λ2 = β−1W−1
2 W1 + β−1W−1

2 KmsW2 (84)

Λ3 = β−1W−1
2 KmsW1 (85)

For system under consideration, since both measurement and actuation are

carried out in the configuration space, one can make use of the identities

given in (27) and (28) to convert equation (82) into an expression that only

includes configuration space coordinates as follows;

Jsq̈s + J̇sq̇s = Λ1Jmq̈m +Λ1J̇mq̇m +Λ2Jmq̇m −Λ2βJsq̇s

+Λ3F (qm)−Λ3βF (qs) (86)
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As pointed out earlier, enforcement of tracking can be possible by feeding the

desired acceleration calculated for the slave system. Hence, one can rearrange

equation (86) and get the slave plant desired acceleration as follows;

q̈des
s = Ψ1q̈m +Ψ2q̇m −Ψ3q̇s +Ψ4F(qm)−Ψ5F(qs) (87)

where, the terms Ψk ∈ Rn×n for k = 1, 2, ..., 5 have the following contents;

Ψ1 = J−1
s β−1Jm (88)

Ψ2 = J−1
s β−1

(
J̇m +W−1

2 W1Jm +W−1
2 KmsW2Jm

)
(89)

Ψ3 = J−1
s β−1

(
βJ̇s +W−1

2 W1βJs +W−1
2 KmsW2βJs

)
(90)

Ψ4 = J−1
s β−1W−1

2 KmsW1 (91)

Ψ5 = J−1
s β−1W−1

2 KmsW1β (92)

The desired acceleration (87) derived for the slave plant will enforce tracking

of master motion as long as the plant is in acceleration controllable form. A

depiction of the slave system tracking controller block diagram is shown in

Figure 5.3 below.
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Figure 5.3: Structure of the Slave System Tracking Controller Without Time

Delay

5.3.2 Controller With Time-Delay

For applications involving machining operation from a remote distance, usage

of network medium is a mandatory situation. However, network environment
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is sensitive to time delay in data transmission. Due to the nature of delay,

both control input and measurements from the remote plant will be nonlin-

early distorted. In order to have stable tracking of master position reference

by the slave system under time delay, it is necessary to have an observer that

can overcome the effect of measurement delay from the slave side. As long

as matching conditions are satisfied and slave motion is estimated correctly,

the same master side controller (87) can be used to create the necessary

control input for position tracking. The following analysis includes the im-

plementation of a previously proposed network observer structure [115] for a

multi-DOF system. It should be noted here that the measurement from all

slave system joints are transmitted in the same data package, hence encoun-

tering the same amount of delay.

Assuming position and velocity of the slave plant is available at the remote

location, when there is delay D in the measurement channel, controller can

only access the delayed position and velocity (i.e. qs (t−D) and q̇s (t−D)).

So, it is necessary to use an observer that can give the predictions of the

remote plant position and velocity synchronized with the actual outputs,

that is without any delays. In that sense, one can define that the goal is

to design observer based on available measurements qs (t−D), q̇s (t−D)

and control input q̈des
s with zero estimation error. Once the actual output of

the slave plant is estimated, then this can be used in another controller to

generate the input to the remote plant.

Under the assumption that slave plant has nominal behavior with integrated

DOB and perceiving the total effect of measurement delay as a network

disturbance acting on the estimator, one can introduce a second observer over

the network to come up with an initial estimate of the slave plant velocity.
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Using the available data, the total network disturbance can be given as follows

Tdis
nw(t) = q̈des

s (t)−Anq̈s (t−D) (93)

Just like the conventional disturbance observer structure, the estimation of

this network disturbance can be made using delayed slave plant velocity and a

low pass filter. The estimated network disturbance stand for the torque that

is supposed to act on the slave plant during measurement delay. Since the

slave plant is enforced to behave nominal with DOB, the estimated network

disturbance can be passed through the nominal inertia of slave plant and be

integrated to give the velocity difference that is supposed to exist during the

delay time. In mathematical terms, this can be expressed as

∆q̇s(t) =

∫
A−1

n Tdis
nw(ξ)dξ (94)

Addition of this velocity difference to the delayed velocity gives the estimated

velocity of the slave plant as shown below:

ˆ̇qs(t) = qs(t−D) + ∆q̇s(t) (95)

Under the assumption that initial conditions of the slave system and the

observer output are the same and perfect disturbance cancelation is available,

this observer can track the slave velocity without any delay. However, there is

no guarantee about the initial conditions being equal and perfect disturbance

rejection is not always feasible. So, one has to insert additional compensation

to push the estimated states (i.e. position and velocity) to the actual slave

plant output. The details related to this additional compensation, named as
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the convergence term, is analyzed in [115] and is beyond the context of this

study. It is important to note here that the precise convergence of estimated

slave states to the actual states under the existence of measurement and

control channels’ time delays have been proven in that study.

Originating from this point, the estimated slave position (q̂s) and velocity

(ˆ̇qs) can be used on the master side controller derived in the previous section.

This way, the reference acceleration for the slave system when there is time

delay gets the form;

q̈des
s = Ψ1q̈m +Ψ2q̇m −Ψ3

ˆ̇qs +Ψ4F(qm)−Ψ5F(q̂s) (96)

with the same gains given in equations (88) to (92). One main difference

of this controller structure is that the slave system receives the desired ac-

celeration after the control channel data transmission and hence tracks the

reference with certain amount of time delay. In order to complete the anal-

ysis, a block diagram illustration of the whole slave system controller and

observer for time delayed case is given below in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Structure of the Slave System Tracking Controller With Time

Delay
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Chapter VI

6 Realization

Realization of fast laser machining require utilization of fast actuators with

as low inertia as possible. Besides the rapid operation capability, the end

effector orientation of the slave actuator should necessarily preserve the per-

pendicularity with the laser beam. Moreover, requirement of free motion

capability along constraining curve of master system enforces the possibility

of back-drivability which prevents the use of gearboxes in the system. Con-

sidering these requirements, the most feasible solution to be used for both

of master and slave systems comes out to be prismatically actuated direct

drive parallel delta robots. Hence, in both systems linear delta structures

with direct drive actuation is preferred and used.

Furthermore, in order to show the applicability of the methods proposed in

the preceding chapters, mechanisms with different kinematic configurations

is preferred for master and slave systems respectively. Being more specific,

the master system contains a linear delta robot with horizontal alignment of

actuators whereas in slave system a Keops structure (i.e. delta robot with

actuators having certain non-zero attack angle) is preferred with smaller

workspace than that of the master robot. Considering the differences of

kinematic configurations between these two robots, in this chapter, a gener-



alized kinematic formulation is made for prismatically actuated delta robots.

The derivation made below brings the advantage of applicability over many

different linear delta mechanisms including the ones that does not preserve

the symmetric ordering of motion axes.

6.1 Background

Direct kinematic formulation of parallel manipulators without requirement

for iterative vector loop solution is still an open problem for many of the

existing systems. Yet, there is not a well-defined methodological way of

analysis to be applicable for the whole family of parallel robots. As a part of

the study conducted in this thesis, a method for obtaining the direct forward

and inverse kinematic solution of linear delta robot is developed. The method

shows similarities to the derivations presented in [116] while preserving the

flexibility to be applied for linear delta robots with asymmetric workspace.

The derivation will refer to the geometry and variables (i.e. link lengths,

points and angles) shown in Figure 6.1.

The derivation given below presents a novel approach for obtaining the posi-

tion and motion level kinematics of prismatically actuated parallel delta type

robots using a parametric geometric analysis. The contribution brought with

the presented derivation enables easy kinematic calculation of linear delta

robots that have different and potentially uneven configurations as shown

in Figure 6.2 & Figure 6.3. In the analysis, the climbing angle between the

base and the linear actuators and relative angles between each independent

actuator plane are kept parametric. Hence, the derived model can be utilized

for Horizontal [117], Vertical [118] and Keops [119] type of delta robots both

for their even (i.e. actuator axes aligned with 120o angle differences) and
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Figure 6.1: Schematic Representation of Delta Robot Geometry

uneven (i.e. actuator axes aligned with random angles) configurations.

6.2 Geometric Relationships

Let us assume that two coordinate frames, ΨB = [xb, yb, zb]
T and ΨE =

[xe, ye, ze]
T are placed at the circumcenter of base and end effector triangles

respectively. Here, it is implicitly assumed that the angles between any two

links of the manipulator measured on the plane containing points Pb1, Pb2 and

Pb3 is always below π radians. Hence, the circumcenter of the triangles always

sit inside the area covered by the triangle plane. Using this representation,
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 6.2: Variation of angle θi between base and axes of prismatic actuator
projections: θ1 = 90o, θ2 = 190o, θ3 = 350o (A), Configuration with angles:
θ1 = 90o, θ2 = 210o, θ3 = 330o (B), Configuration with angles: θ1 = 90o, θ2 =
230o, θ3 = 310o (C )

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 6.3: Variation of angle αi between base and prismatic actuators. Hor-
izontal Configuration (αi = 0o) (A), Keops Configuration (αi = 30o) (B),
Vertical Configuration (αi = 90o) (C )

the position mapping between the two frames can be given as follows;

Ψe = Ψb + Ξ (97)

where, Ξ = [x, y, z]T is the variable of interest in forward kinematics problem

(i.e. the end effector coordinates with respect to origin set in the manipula-

tor base). Following this definition, the coordinates of end effector triangle

corners Pei expressed with respect to base frame can be given by;

Pei = Ψe +Rz,θiTe (98)
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where, Rz,θi ∈ SO(3) and Te = [re, 0, 0]
T stand for the rotation matrix around

z-axis by an angle of θi and translation vector along x-axis by a magnitude of

re. In the most generalized case, variation of angle θi would enable generation

of asymmetric geometries for the manipulator, which will bring designing

flexibility based on the desired precision requirements for certain axes of

the end effector. Some examples of such uneven configurations are shown

in Figure 6.2. Substitution of equation (97) into equation (98) yields the

following identity;

Pei = Ψb + Ξ +Rz,θiTe (99)

Similarly, the coordinates of the base triangle corners Pbi can be given as;

Pbi = Ψb +Rz,θiTb (100)

where, Tb = [rb, 0, 0]
T represent the translation vector along x-axis by a mag-

nitude of rb. Assuming that each motor i realizes a translation of magnitude

di along its axis of motion, one can represent the coordinates of the tip of

motors Pci expressed in the base frame as follows;

Pci = Ψb +Rz,θiTb +Rz,θiRy,ϕi
Tdi (101)

where, Tdi = [0, 0, di]
T and ϕi = αi−π/2 stand for the translation vector along

z-axis by a magnitude of di and for the counter-clockwise rotation angle of ith

actuator around its own y-axis respectively. Keeping a parametric value for

the angle αi (usually referred as the attack angle of ith joint) brings further

designing flexibility based on the requirements desired from the manipulator.

Some example configurations are illustrated in Figure 6.3.
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Since the definitions of the points representing the system’s geometry are all

made with respect to the base axis, one can now insert the final constraint

and formulate the fundamental equations for forward and inverse kinematics

of the system. Assuming that the links between points Pci and Pei have the

lengths li, the constraining equation of the system can be given by;

∥Pei − Pci∥ = li (102)

where, ∥.∥ represent the L2 norm of its argument. Substituting equations

(98) and (101) to equation (102), one can obtain the following identity;

∥Ξ +Rz,θiTe −Rz,θiTb −Rz,θiRy,ϕi
Tdi∥ = li (103)

Equation (103) can be recast by substituting the contents of vectors Ξ, Te,

Tb, and the matrices Rz,θi , Ry,ϕi
as follows;

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥


x+ (re − rb + dicαi) cθi

y + (re − rb + dicαi) sθi

z − disαi


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ = li (104)

where, c∗ and s∗ stand for the abbreviations of the cosine and sine of the

angle ∗. Expanding the norm in (104), one can finally obtain the following

quadratic equation;

(x+ cθi (re − rb + dicαi))
2 + (y + sθi (re − rb + dicαi))

2+

(z − disαi)
2 = l2i (105)

This equation sets the baseline for derivation of both position and velocity
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level kinematics.

6.3 Position Level Kinematics

Equation (105) for i = 1, 2, 3 contain three equations in three unknowns for

each case of forward and inverse kinematics. In forward kinematics, lengths

di are known and the unknowns of the equations are the end effector posi-

tions [x, y, z]T while in inverse kinematics the lengths di are unknowns to be

calculated from the given end effector positions [x, y, z]T .

6.3.1 Forward Kinematics

The solution to the forward kinematics problem geometrically give the inter-

section points of three spheres with the corners of a triangle that is parallel

to the base plane. Recalling from the structure given in Figure 6.1, this

intersection can as well be at a point which corresponds to the lower arm

configuration of the delta robot. Hence, there exists two solutions for each

of x, y and z. Having known that, we can now continue with the solution of

the forward kinematics problem.

Referring back to equation (105), one can rearrange the terms and come up

with the following expression;

x2 + y2 + z2 + σ1ix+ σ2iy + σ3iz − λi = 0 (106)
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where, the terms σ1i, σ2i σ3i and λi has the following content;

σ1i = 2cθi (dicαi + re − rb) (107)

σ2i = 2sθi (dicαi + re − rb) (108)

σ3i = −2disαi (109)

λi = l2i − d2i − (re − rb)
2 − 2direcαi + 2diNcαi (110)

The expression given in (106) contain three linearly independent equations.

All of these equations include both first and second order terms which makes

the set difficult to solve. On the other hand, all of the quadratic terms in these

equations have the same coefficient and can be eliminated by subtraction.

Making use of (106) one can subtract the hidden equations for i = 1, 2, 3

from one another and come up with the following equation system:

(σ11 − σ13)x+ (σ21 − σ23) y + (σ31 − σ33) z = (λ1 − λ3) (111)

(σ12 − σ13) x+ (σ22 − σ23) y + (σ32 − σ33) z = (λ2 − λ3) (112)

Equations (111) and (112) can be recast as a linear matrix equality as follows;

AΥ = Γz + Λ (113)

where we have;

A =

 σ11 − σ13 σ21 − σ23

σ12 − σ13 σ22 − σ23

 (114)

Υ =

 x

y

 (115)
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Γ =

 σ33 − σ31

σ33 − σ32

 (116)

Λ =

 λ1 − λ3

λ2 − λ3

 (117)

The solution for equation (113) can be obtained by a matrix inversion and

can be given as;

Υ = A−1Γz + A−1Λ (118)

Equation (118) can give the expression for Υ if and only if the matrix A is

invertible. The invertibility of matrix A is analyzed and proven in Appendix

B at the end of the manuscript. Having proven the invertibility of matrix

A, we can now further proceed with the solution of equation (106). Defining

the vectors;

u =
[
1 0

]
(119)

v =
[
0 1

]
(120)

and making use of equation (118) one can obtain the expression for x and y

in terms of z as follows;

x = uA−1Γz + uA−1Λ (121)

y = vA−1Γz + vA−1Λ (122)

Without loss of generality, one can rewrite equations (121) and (122) as
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follows;

x = g1z + e1 (123)

y = g2z + e2 (124)

where, {g1, g2, e1, e2} ∈ R1×1. Having the expression of x and y, one can now

make the substitution back to any one of the equation (106). Picking the

first one, we can recast the following quadratic equation;

(g1z + e1)
2 + (g2z + e2)

2 + z2+

σ11 (g1z + e1) + σ21 (g2z + e2) + σ31z − λ1 = 0 (125)

The terms in equation (125), can be grouped and the following simplified

expression for z can be obtained;

ηz2 + υz + δ = 0 (126)

where, we have;

η = g21 + g22 + 1 (127)

υ = 2e1g1 + 2e2g2 + σ11g1 + σ21g2 + σ31 (128)

δ = e21 + e22 + σ11e1 + σ21e2 − λ1 (129)

The solution to the system given in (126) can be obtained from the discrim-

inant analysis. The two roots can directly be written as;

z1,2 =
−υ ±

√
υ2 − 4ηδ

2η
(130)
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Here, the two roots represent the upper and lower configuration of the delta

robot discussed before. In order to have the correct value for z, we have to

take the root;

z =
−υ +

√
υ2 − 4ηδ

2η
(131)

Once z is obtained, we can further proceed to calculate x and y from equa-

tions (123) and (124) respectively, which concludes the forward kinematic

calculations.

In order to summarize the procedure for the forward kinematics calculation,

below an algorithmic explanation is given which provides a recipe for practical

realization.

Algorithm 2 Summary of Forward Kinematics

Given the system configuration parameters αi and θi and actuator displace-

ments di for i = {1, 2, 3};

• Calculate σ1i, σ2i, σ3i, λi

• Form matrices A, Γ, Λ

• Calculate g1, g2, e1, e2

• Calculate η, υ, δ

• z =
−υ+
√

υ2−4ηδ

2η

• y = g2z + e2

• x = g1z + e1

6.3.2 Inverse Kinematics

Like forward kinematics, equation (105) also constitute the basis for the

derivation of inverse kinematics. However, now the positions x, y and z are

known while the displacements of linear actuators di are unknown. Rear-
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ranging this equation for the unknown terms, one can obtain the following

expression;

d2i + µ1idi + µ2i = 0 (132)

where, the terms µ1i and µ2i have the following content;

µ1i = 2cαi (re − rb + cθix+ sθiy)− 2sαiz (133)

µ2i = −L2 + x2 + y2 + z2 + (re − rb) (re − rb + 2cθix+ 2sθiy) (134)

Expression given in (132) contain three quadratic equations each of which

contain single unknown di for i = {1, 2, 3} respectively. Further solution

of these quadratic equations can be obtained using discriminant analysis as

follows;

∆i = µ2
1i − 4µ2i (135)

Recalling the solution of quadratic systems, we will have two roots using the

∆is above and they are given as;

di1,2 =
−µ1i ±

√
∆i

2
(136)

It is important to take the correct root from the system. As stated earlier,

under the condition that ∥.∥ represents L2 norm, equation (102) geometri-

cally reflects a sphere equation. Unlike forward kinematics case, however, in

inverse kinematics the center of the sphere is assumed to be located at point

Pei. Originating from that, the feasible solution among the two solutions of

equation (132) will be the one that has lower magnitude. Hence, the solution
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of inverse kinematics problem can be given as;

di =
−µ1i −

√
∆i

2
(137)

Like many other parallel manipulators, the inverse kinematics calculations

are simpler than the forward kinematics. For the sake of completeness, below

the algorithmic procedure of inverse kinematics calculations is given.

Algorithm 3 Summary of Inverse Kinematics

Given the system configuration parameters αi and θi for i = {1, 2, 3} and

end effector coordinates {x, y, z};

• Calculate µ1i, µ2i

• Calculate ∆i

• di =
−µ1i−

√
∆i

2

6.4 Velocity Level Kinematics

In order to obtain the velocity level kinematics of the system being analyzed,

one can again refer to the constraining equation given in (105). Differentiat-

ing that equation, one can obtain

fdi(t)ḋi(t) = fxi(t)ẋ(t) + fyi(t)ẏ(t) + fzi(t)ż(t) (138)
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where, the functions fxi(t), fyi(t), fzi(t) and fdi(t) for i = {1, 2, 3} have the

following content;

fxi(t) = cθi (rb − re − cαidi(t))− x(t) (139)

fyi(t) = sθi (rb − re − cαidi(t))− y(t) (140)

fzi(t) = sαidi(t)− z(t) (141)

fdi(t) = cαi (re − rb + cθix(t) + sθiy(t))− sαiz(t) + di(t) (142)

Equation (138) represent three embedded equations for i = {1, 2, 3}. The

objective of motion level kinematics is to come up with the mapping between

the joint (i.e. configuration) space velocities q̇(t) =
[
ḋ1(t), ḋ2(t), ḋ3(t)

]T
and the task (i.e. operational) space velocities ẋ(t) = [ẋ(t), ẏ(t), ż(t)]T . To

formulate that mapping, one can diagonalize the terms fdi(t) of equation

(142) and come up with the following identity;

J1q̇(t) = J2ẋ(t) (143)

where, the contents of matrices J1 and J2 are given as;

J1 =


fd1(t) 0 0

0 fd2(t) 0

0 0 fd3(t)

 (144)

J2 =


fx1(t) fy1(t) fz1(t)

fx2(t) fy2(t) fz2(t)

fx3(t) fy3(t) fz3(t)

 (145)

Making use of equation (143), one can write down the kinematic jacobian Jx
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of the system as;

Jx = J−1
2 J1 (146)

The Jacobian Matrix derived in equation (146) is very important for the

practical applications over the manipulator under consideration, since both

of the force/torque and velocity mappings between the configuration and

operational spaces are carried out using it. The existence of Jacobian Matrix

is dependent on the non-singular structure of matrix Jx. This matrix will

be singular in case that any of the matrices J2 or J1 is rank deficient. The

rank analysis of these matrices require the particular structure of the delta

robot under consideration be known (i.e. exact information about angles αi,

θi and lengths li) and is beyond the context of this study.
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Chapter VII

7 Experimental Platform & Experiment Spe-

cific Algorithms

In order to present a full picture of the methodology discussed in the preced-

ing chapters, the derived algorithms and controllers are tested on a multi-

DOF experimental platform. This platform consists of two 3-DOF pris-

matically actuated delta robots serving as the master and slave systems re-

spectively, one laser unit mounted on top of the slave system for machining

purposes, one visual inspection system used for the acquisition of images,

one computer and a digital signal processing unit. In the discussion given

below, first, details related to the components of the experimental platform

are presented. Once a general picture of the overall system is presented,

the specific algorithms (either proposed or imported from existing literature)

used for the realization of the experiments are discussed.

7.1 Components of Experimental Platform

In this section, the components that constitute the overall experimental plat-

form is discussed in terms of their operational specifications. In that sense,

mechanical structure and properties of manipulators and visual inspection



unit, machining specifications of laser cutting unit and specifications of ex-

periment computer and real time processing unit are explained in detail.

7.1.1 Master System

For the master robot platform, a prismatically actuated ”horizontal” type

delta robot is designed and produced. Due to the requirement that master

robot is supposed to enforce constraints to the operator, the force scale of

the actuators and correspondingly the dimensions of the robot is selected

to be relatively larger. Moreover, due to larger force generation ability of

the setup, in the master robot, precise roller bearings are used as the joint

connection units.

The robot contains three Faulhaber c⃝ linear brushless DCmotors from LM2070

series with integrated hall effect sensor readouts enabled for use in their cor-

responding drivers. The motors are equipped with incremental encoders from

Renishaw c⃝ that have resolution of 0.5µm. The attack angle is adjusted to

have a value of 0o due to the horizontal structure. Each motor has a maxi-

mum continuous force rating of 10N . Considering the equilateral triangular

structure of the setup, a maximum of 20N force can be implied on the end

effector. Furthermore, each motor has an averaged inertia of 335g and the

end effector has a total mass of 164g. A picture of the produced setup is

given in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: The Horizontal Linear Delta Setup (Master Robot)

In order to provide the human operator with ability of remote laser marking

on the master system, a laser marking pen is designed and attached to the

tip of the master system end effector via a high precision universal joint. The

laser marking pen is first designed in a CAD program and then produced in

a 3D printer. In order to enable laser shooting, a button is attached over the

produced pen. Depiction of the produced laser marking pen and the master

system with the attached pen are shown in Figure 7.2-(A) and Figure 7.2-(B)

respectively.
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(A) (B)

Figure 7.2: Master System; Laser Marking Pen (A), Master Robot with

Attached Marking Pen (B)

7.1.2 Slave System

As the slave robot platform, a miniature ”Keops” type prismatically actu-

ated delta robot is designed and produced. Since the slave system has only

the assignment of position tracking without interaction force from environ-

ment, low force actuators are preferred in the design. Due to low weight

requirements, a new joint design replacing the conventional joint structures

such as bearings was made for this robot. This new joint structure is based

on the use of very small, hard, ruby ball-probe pairs produced by Renishaw c⃝

company. The balls are placed between specially produced aluminum bars

with hemispherical cross-section. The design of the aluminum bars are made

in such a way that the ruby piece can move easily and does not leave gap

at the contact points. Due to very low friction between aluminum and ruby,

the sandwiched balls can take place of universal joints and be attached to
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the assembly by the threaded ends of the probes. This way, a total of 24

steel bearings are replaced with 12 probes which considerably decreased the

moving system weight. A depiction of the joint structure is given below in

Figure 7.3. In the final design, the end effector of the platform has a total

mass of 68g.

Probe

Holes for

weight reduction

Link

Screw

Holes for ball

of probe

Figure 7.3: Joint Design Used in the Slave System

Besides the joints, the robot contains three Faulhaber c⃝ linear brushless DC

motors from LM1247 series with integrated hall effect sensor readouts en-

abled for use in their corresponding drivers. These hall effect readouts are

also received by the computer through ADC connectors for calculation of

motor positions. The hall effect position sensing algorithm is described in

the following sections. The maximum continuous force rating of each motor

is 3.6N with an inertia of 71g. The attack angle (i.e. the climbing angle of

Keops) is adjusted to have a value of 30o. A picture of the produced setup

is given in Figure 7.4
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Figure 7.4: The Keops Linear Delta Setup (Slave Robot)

7.1.3 Laser Machining Unit

Laser machining unit consists of a workstation that contains a laser head

and the corresponding mechanical linkage to hold this laser head and move

it in vertical axis for the coarse adjustment of focus point. The laser system

used in the workstation is SPI red ENERGY G3 HS series pulsed fiber laser

capable of delivering nanosecond pulses with the repetition rates up to 500

KHz. The laser beam is created by a laser generation system mounted at a

distant location than the workstation and transferred to the machining unit

via a fiber optic connection. The laser generation system consists of sev-

eral modules that include beam generation unit, laser controller and isolator,

heat sink, internal red alignment laser (RAL), power supply, breakout board

and corresponding electronics. The generated laser beam has 1065nm wave-

length and a maximum operating power of 20 watts. The base of the laser

machining unit is aligned perpendicular to the laser shooting direction for
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the attachment of slave system used in the machining operation. For better

understanding of the overall workstation, a depiction of the CAD drawing of

laser machining unit is given below in Figure 7.5 while the actual system can

be seen in Figure 7.9.

Figure 7.5: Illustration of Laser Machining Unit: Vertical Adjustment Sled
1⃝, Laser Head 2⃝, Robotic Manipulator 3⃝

7.1.4 Image Acquisition Unit

In order to acquire images of the contour to be machined, a visual inspec-

tion unit is designed and produced. The presented system has two degrees
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of freedom to change magnification and focus of a camera integrated micro-

scope system respectively. Following the design and production of this image

acquisition unit, the relationship between the focus level and the magnifica-

tion (the effect of changing magnification on focus and changing focus on

magnification) is analyzed and a self optimizing controller is proposed based

on acceleration control framework.

In order to have a miniature structure that can easily be embedded into the

experimental setup, the size of the selected microscope should also be small.

In that sense, among the existing suppliers, TIMM 400 Digital camera inte-

grated miniature microscope is selected as the core of the image acquisition

system. The selection is made based on the capabilities provided by the men-

tioned system and the desired specifications for potential applications. The

selected microscope & camera system has an integrated USB plug through

which the user can gather the image data. A picture of the selected micro-

scope is given in Figure 7.6 below.

The working structure of image acquisition system provides two degrees of

freedom (DOF) which have to be adjusted simultaneously to have the desired

images. Magnification level of the system is primarily related to the distance

between the microscope and the object of interest to be viewed. On the

other hand, the focusing screw as shown in Figure 7.6 is responsible for the

adjustment of focus point.

In order to have the capability to adjust both magnification and focus, a

setup is designed that is supposed to hold and move the microscope body

and focusing unit by two DC motors respectively. For the up down movement

of system, a ball screw driven by a relatively more powerful motor is preferred

since the ball screw structure brings the advantage of self locking in exchange
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Figure 7.6: TIMM 400 Digital Series Microscope with Integrated Camera

of bigger friction force during motion. On the other hand, the focusing screw

of the image acquisition unit is driven by a relatively smaller force motor

since there is almost negligible force over the rotary motion of that screw.

The CAD drawing and the produced setup is shown in Figure 7.7. During the

design process of the setup, several important aspects related to the precision

of the system in real time experiments are considered.

As the actuation system, two Faulhaber DC motors are used from series 22/5

and 15/8 for the magnification and focusing motions respectively. Both of

these motors are equipped with zero backlash gearheads and high precision

optical encoders. In order to provide a smooth vertical motion, the micro-

scope is held at the back with a linear bearing from Schneeberger NDN2-80.70

series. Finally, the motors are attached to the corresponding screws (i.e. ball

screw for vertical motion and focusing screw of camera system for focusing
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Figure 7.7: Produced Image Acquisition Setup and its CAD Drawing

motion) with tightened pulley and belt systems.

7.1.5 Intermediate Components

In order to realize the derived algorithms, several intermediate components

are also integrated to the experimental platform. Among those components;

a real-time processing mother board, PCB boards for drive electronics, a

supervisory computer and the communication interface between master and

slave system exist. Below, the details related to these intermediate compo-

nents are given.

The real-time processing is enabled via a DSpace DS1103 mother board. The

processor board is equipped with one 50 bit-I/O channel, 36 A/D channels,

8 D/A channels and 7 channels for incremental encoder readouts. The al-

gorithms are coded in C environment and compiled over the platform. The

coded algorithms are optimized to a certain extent using a software frame-

work. This way, in full functional configuration of the setup, the maximum

achievable loop frequency could be boosted up to 2.4 KHz.
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For the purpose of having neat response and clean measurement, PCB boards

are designed and produced for the drive electronics of experimental platform.

Particularly, the analog hall effect sensor measurement noise is reduced via

the utilization of these PCB boards.

In order to monitor and interrupt the real-time process being carried out

in the platform, a supervisory computer is used. The supervisory computer

consists a singe core Pentium-4 series processor with 2.2 GHz clock frequency

and a 2GB of RAM. The graphical user interface used for monitoring is the

one provided with the software package of DSpace mother board.

The last intermediate component used in the platform is the communication

medium between master and slave systems. Network environment is used for

communication between the systems. For the validation of remote machining

experiments, a secondary computer is used with the slave system and the

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is set between the two computers.

Further, the behavior of TCP communication over network (i.e. delay with

constant and variable components and no data loss) is coded in the system

and the secondary computer is removed. The results for remote non-contact

machining experiments are obtained using this coded network structure (i.e.

having artificially generated delays between master and slave systems).

Depictions of these intermediate components are given below in Figure 7.8

below.
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(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 7.8: Intermediate Components Used for Experimental Verification;

Real-Time Processing Unit (A), Driver Electronic Boards (B), Supervisory

Computer (C ), Communication Medium (D)

7.1.6 Overall System

The components mentioned above are all produced and combined in a func-

tional way to give the overall experimental platform. Below, a depiction

of the overall experimental platform is given in Figure 7.9. In that figure,

the components include; laser machining unit 1⃝, slave robot 2⃝, real-time

processing unit 3⃝, process monitoring unit 4⃝, image acquisition unit 5⃝,

master robot 6⃝ and the power source 7⃝.

7.2 Algorithms & Methods Utilized for Experimental

Realization

Besides the components of experimental platform, in this section, experiment

specific algorithms developed for the realization purposes are also explained.
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Figure 7.9: Overall Experimental System

Among these algorithms; a scheme for analog position measurement of linear

motors, a new autofocusing algorithm for precise acquisition of image ref-

erences and a novel compression method related to data transmission over

network are presented.

7.2.1 Analog Position Measurement from Hall Effect Sensors

The direct drive linear actuators used in the system also provide an advantage

in terms of position measurement. The principle behind linear motors rely on

the three phase electromagnetic actuation technology. Hence, the direct drive

prismatic actuators by default contain hall effect sensors in the motor housing

to measure the location of the shaft. During the design of manipulator, this

property of the brushless linear direct current (BLDC) motors are taken into

consideration for position measurement of the shaft without the requirement

of installing an external incremental encoder.

Estimation of position from analog hall effect sensor readouts is recently pop-

ularized in practical applications by some researchers [120]. The methodol-
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ogy relies on the fact that the shaft of the motor contains aligned permanent

magnets with magnetic pitch length τm and the motor housing contains 3

magnetic sensors separated from each other by a distance of τm/3 radians.

Hence, the voltage outputs from the sensors (hereby referred as u1, u2 and

u3) are 2π/3 radians phase shifted with respect to the preceding one. Math-

ematically, the content of the signals can be represented as;

u1 = sin(ϕ) (147)

u2 = sin(ϕ+ 2π/3) (148)

u3 = sin(ϕ− 2π/3) (149)

Since the voltages vary by an angle of 2π radians over a distance equal to

τm, the angle ϕ can be given as;

ϕ =
2πd

τm
(150)

where, d ≤ τm is the distance traveled by the corresponding motor shaft.

In order to determine d, the signals u1, u2 and u3 are first transformed to

orthogonal coordinate system (ua, ub) using the Clarke transformation as

follows;

uα =
2

3

(
u1 −

1

2
u2 −

1

2
u3

)
(151)

uβ =
2

3

(√
3

2
u2 −

√
3

2
u3

)
(152)

Once the signals are mapped into orthogonal coordinates, the value of d can
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be obtained by;

d =
τm
2π

atan2(uα, uβ) (153)

During the implementation, analog signals are imported from analog to dig-

ital converters of a DSP board that has 16 bits quantization. Having known

that the pitch length τm of the motors used in the system is 18mm, one can

calculate the resolution in the position measurement as;

Rx =
τm
216
≈ 0.275µm (154)

which is well beyond the resolution of many commercially available encoder

systems.

7.2.2 A Novel Autofocusing Method for Sharp Image Acquisition

Following the production of the image acquisition setup, several tests are

made to see the performance of the whole system. During the tests, it is

observed that the independent motions to change focus and magnification

of the system also affect the magnification and focus respectively. In other

words, playing with focus affects the magnification and playing with mag-

nification affects the focus. For the purpose of better illustration of these

coupled effects, the experiment results that include motion only in the mag-

nification motor and motion only in the focusing motor is presented below

in Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 respectively.

In order to understand the coupling between the two motions, the system

is programmed to have a full scan of the entire range of motion with two

motors. For this purpose, the full motion range of focusing and magnification

motors are divided into incremental motion segments. At each segment of
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Figure 7.10: Magnification Sweep with the Image Acquisition System Over
a 0.05 TRY coin

Figure 7.11: Focusing Sweep with the Image Acquisition System Over a 0.05
TRY coin

magnification motor, the focusing motor is programmed to sweep over all

of its motion increments. Applying the same methodology for the entire

range of motion segments of magnification motor, a 2D data set is acquired

over which the information is given in terms of the sharpness. In order to

have a better judgement of sharpness, Normalized Variance operator [121] is

taken into consideration during the experiments. This operator has almost

the same procedure as the Variance method [122]. But, rather than taking

direct variance, this algorithm normalizes the sharpness values with the mean

value of the intensity. With this procedure, the differences on consecutive

images are diminished, which helps in getting a smoother behavior. The

equation for Normalized Variance sharpness measure is given as:

FNorm. V ar =
1

H ·W · µ
∑

Height

∑
Width

[i(x, y)− µ]2 (155)

where, H, W , i(x, y) and µ are the number of pixels through height, number

of pixels through width, the gray level intensity of the single pixel located at
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(x, y) coordinates and the mean intensity of the image respectively.
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Figure 7.12: Coupled Effect of Magnification and Focus over the Sharpness

The results obtained in the prior experiments are given in Figure 7.12. In

order to illustrate the coupling between magnification and focus, this figure

include a 3D plot of sharpness with respect to motion in magnification mo-

tor and focusing motor above. Besides that 3D plot, two other plots are

included in Figure 7.13 that contain the 2D plots obtained via cutting Fig-

ure 7.12 along magnification and focus axes respectively. From the figures,

it is obvious that there is only a single maximum focus point for each mag-

nification level. Hence, one can draw a curve that represents the maximum

focus with respect to a given magnification level. In the figures, those curves

are highlighted with dotted black line.

In order to better illustrate the relationship between the maximum sharpness

curve and the magnification level, the maximum focus points corresponding

to each different magnification level is picked and plotted with respect to the

magnification. This plot is given in Figure 7.14 below.
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Figure 7.14: Maximum Focus Point Sharpness vs. Magnification Plot

Looking at the behavior of the curve comparing the maximum focus points

with respect to a given magnification level (i.e. Figure 7.14), one can observe

the fact that the general shape resembles a quadratic rise up of sharpness with

respect to increasing magnification. However, such a deterministic approach

is almost impossible since the sharpness level is dependent on the image

under the scope. In that sense, methods like curve fitting or polynomial
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interpolation will only work for a pre-analyzed image which will not make

sense for robust tracking of focus point during real time experiments with

arbitrary images.

Making use of the feasible information provided by the system through the

prior experiments given above, one can conclude that a self optimizing struc-

ture can work for focusing the system at a given magnification level. How-

ever, self optimizing structures rely strongly on gradient information and

require the optimization argument be a unimodal variable. Considering the

entire motion range, normalized variance sharpness measure provides a such

unimodal shape. Hence, the self-optimization algorithm given below can

be realized over the system using Normalized Variance sharpness measuring

scheme.

The optimization algorithm described in the next section takes its origins

from the scheme presented in [123]. The main idea behind that self-optimization

scheme is to have a varying motion reference until the extremum point is

caught. The algorithm makes use of boundary layers to guide the motion in

such a way that the tracking error can only be zero at the optimum point and

is always positive otherwise and the controller is adjusted to have a decreas-

ing error (either exponentially or at finite time). However, unlike the signum

function based switching boundaries presented in the original study, here

we introduce a well known continuous decision boundary (i.e. the sigmoid

function) for smooth reference generation. Moreover, the proposed algorithm

does not require any apriori information related to the maximum value of the

gradient, as proposed in the original study, in exchange of the requirement

of gradient calculation during optimization.

Let f(x) be a convex, continuous and differentiable function with df(x)/dx ̸=
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0 everywhere but in the minimum point x∗ and let ẋ be the time-derivative

(i.e. dx(t)/dt) of the optimization function argument. The proposed con-

troller assumes velocity input for the motion control system under scope.

Then, under the assumption of ideal behavior, the gradient of the function

f(x) is given by a simple derivative as follows;

Gradf =
df(x)

dx
(156)

However, in real applications, there is always a noise component that fre-

quently alters the smooth behavior of function resulting in miscalculations

of the gradient. Hence, for the implementation purposes the gradient of the

function f is calculated over a window which can be reformulated by;

Gradf , gf =
f(x2)− f(x1)

x2 − x1

(157)

where, we have x2 = x1 + δ with δ > 0. Here, the parameter δ defines the

width of the window and should be selected based on the structure of existing

noise in the system. Following the definition of gradient, for self optimizing

controller, we are proposing the following velocity reference;

ẋref = µ0

{
1− 2

1 + e−αgf

}
(158)

where, µ0 > 0 and α > 0 are the parameters that determine the amplitude of

reference velocity and convergence speed (i.e. extremum vicinity behavior)

of the algorithm respectively. Assuming the existence of a velocity tracking

structure for the optimization argument, the function given in (158) implies

a positive [negative] velocity reference whenever the gradient has negative
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[positive] value, hence enforces convergence to the minimum point.

For the system under consideration (i.e. autofocusing with motorized sys-

tem) optimization argument is the focusing motor position q(t) whereas, the

function to be optimized is the Normalized Variance image sharpness which

is denoted by S(q). Moreover, since the maximum focus point coincides

with the maximum sharpness value, during implementation of the proposed

controller, the function to be minimized is selected as −S(q).

For actuators of the plant under consideration, one can make use of the dis-

turbance observer structure as presented in (23). Once the disturbance term

is canceled, we now come up with a system that can accept and track acceler-

ation references with an acceleration control framework. The only remaining

part is to derive the desired acceleration for the disturbance observer inte-

grated plant. In order to have the acceleration reference for the system under

scope, we can start by defining the control error. Since we have the velocity

reference from the optimizing controller, one can define the following error;

ε = q̇ref − q̇ (159)

where, q̇ref has the content defined by equation (158). Due to the convergence

requirement, one can impose an exponentially decaying error structure for

the tracking of reference velocity as follows;

ε̇+ Cε = 0 (160)

with C > 0 determining the rate of convergence of error to zero value. Sub-

stituting equation (159) to (160), one can extract the following desired ac-
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celeration, which concludes the derivation of self optimizing controller;

q̈des = q̈ref + Cq̇ref − Cq̇ (161)

The structure of the system with controller is given in Figure 7.15 while

the results obtained via the outlined self optimizing controller scheme are

presented in the next chapter.

Figure 7.15: Structure of Self Optimizing Controller

7.2.3 A Novel Data Compression Method for Master Slave Com-

munication

The final constituent for the realization of the proposed algorithms is the

network environment between the master and slave systems. The data sent
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between geographically separated systems is transmitted over the network

medium using some transmission protocols like User Datagram Protocol

(UDP) or Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Since TCP is more reli-

able with less packet losses during data transmission, in the context of this

study TCP based communication is preferred between the master and slave

systems.

It is well known that the bandwidth of the signal with respect to the sampling

period is related by Nyquist theory. However, in networked control systems,

this phenomena gets more complicated [124]. The complication arise due

to the conflicting nature of frequencies between the controller system and

network data transmission. Smaller sampling intervals are required to enforce

stability and better precision on the controller side. On the other hand,

higher frequency of data packet transmission is undesired in the network

side since it amplifies the above mentioned problems [125]. This gives rise

to realization of two Nyquist frequencies for the acquisition of a signal; one

that is determined by the sampling period for the control, and the other

determined by the packet transmission rate [124]. Same type of problems

exist in the biomedical area to transmit bio-potential signals over the network

(i.e. ECG signals). The solution for the transmission over network is obtained

via the use of compression schemes.

Application of compression schemes over networked control systems has re-

cently been popularized by some researchers [126]. Incorporation of a com-

pression algorithm within the control loop provides the opportunity to have

high frequency in the control loop while having relatively low sampling fre-

quency over network. In that sense, codec schemes based on DCT [124] and

DFT [127] are proposed to be used in bilateral teleoperation systems. A
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depiction of teleoperation system with compression is shown below in Fig-

ure 7.16.

Figure 7.16: Representative Scheme of Teleoperation System with Signal

Compression

In the context of this study, a novel scheme for haptic data compression is

proposed and used. The proposed scheme is a modified version of DCT based

compression scheme for networked motion control applications, which we

name as Selected Discrete Cosine Transform (SDCT). The proposed method

relies on addition of a selection algorithm based on bubble sorting to choose

the coefficients of transformed signal that carry the maximum energy.

DCT based compression structure works on the principle of representing the

original signal with coefficients obtained from the so called Discrete Cosine

Transform and is intensely used particularly for computer vision applications

[128]. In order to obtain the compressed signal, the original signal is passed

through the following mathematical transformation;

c⃗DCT [k] =

√
2

N
C(k)

N−1∑
n=0

x[n] cos

(
(2n+ 1) kπ

2N

)
(162)
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where, x, DCT [�] and N stand for the main input data, array of DCT co-

efficients and the length of buffer that keeps the input data respectively. In

equation (162), the coefficient C can be obtained from;

C(k) =

 1/
√
2 if k = 0

1 if k ̸= 0

 (163)

Once the original signal is transformed, the high frequency components of

the transformed signal are truncated from the buffer and the remaining low

frequency components (c⃗DCT ) are stored in a new coefficient array. The com-

pression of the signal occurs at this stage with a cost that certain amount

of data from from the original signal is lost. In other words, high frequency

components of the original signal are lost in order to achieve coarse recon-

struction of original signal by using less amount of data. This procedure is

applied over the reference current signal of time delayed motion control sys-

tem. Following the compression of signal, selected representative coefficients

are sent to the other end of the network to generate the necessary control

input for tracking of the slave system. A representative schematic of this

process is shown below in Figure 7.17.

Figure 7.17: Representation of DCT Based Compression Scheme

On the remote side of the overall system, as the compressed signal is received

from network, the decompression phase starts. The decompression of signal is

handled in a similar way to that of compression by using the Inverse Discrete
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Cosine Transform which has the mathematical form given in equation (164).

x̂(k) =

√
2

N
C(k)

N−1∑
n=0

c⃗DCT (n) cos

(
(2n+ 1) kπ

2N

)
(164)

here, x̂, c⃗DCT and C stand for the decompressed signal, array of DCT coef-

ficients which carry the information of the original signal and the coefficient

vector described before in equation (163). While decompressing the signal,

the truncated values (i.e. values corresponding to high frequency compo-

nents) are taken as zero. The representation of decompression procedure is

given in Figure 7.18.

Figure 7.18: Representation of DCT Based Decompression Scheme

In the proposed methodology, unlike the conventional DCT [125], the repre-

sentative signal coefficients to be transmitted to the remote side is selected

using a particular algorithm. Here, instead of selecting the coefficients in

the predefined frequency interval, the coefficients that carry the maximum

power are select as the signal carriers. With the proposed method, the signal

under consideration is transmitted with greater entropy then the traditional

method. The algorithmic recipe used for the proposed selected DCT method

is given below in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 Selected DCT Based Compression Decompression

1: procedure sDctBasedCompression(i(n))
2: x⃗← [i(n)i(n− 1) . . . i(n−N − 1)]
3: for k:=0 to N − 14 do
4: if k = 0 then

5: C =
√

1
N

6: else

7: C =
√

2
N

8: end if
9: c⃗DCT (k) = C

∑N−1
n=0 x⃗[n] cos

(
(2n+1)kπ

2N

)
10: end for
11: l⃗ = [1 : length(c⃗DCT )]
12: for i:=1 to length(c⃗DCT )− 1 do
13: for j:=(i+ 1) to length(c⃗DCT ) do
14: if c⃗DCT (i) > c⃗DCT (j) then
15: c⃗DCT (i) � c⃗DCT (j)

16: l⃗(i) � l⃗(j)
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: for i:=1 to c⃗DCT ) do

21: if l⃗(i) < m then
22: c⃗sDCT (i) = c⃗DCT (i)
23: else
24: c⃗sDCT (i) = 0
25: end if
26: end for
27: end procedure
28: procedure sDctBasedDecompression(c⃗DCT )
29: for k:=1 to N do
30: if k = 0 then

31: C =
√

1
N

32: else

33: C =
√

2
N

34: end if
35: x̂[k] = C

∑N−1
n=0 c⃗DCT (n) cos

(
(2n+1)kπ

2N

)
36: end for
37: end procedure
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Chapter VIII

8 Experiment Results

The results obtained from various experiments are presented in the follow-

ing subsections. In that sense, first, results from open contour tracking

experiments are illustrated. Tracking responses are shown for two differ-

ent open contour shapes and laser cutting results over wood are shown as

proof of concept. Following that, results acquired from the proposed con-

touring controller structure are shown and compared with standard indepen-

dent joint controller structure. The contouring controller experiments are

done over two different set of figures both of which prove the success of the

proposed methodology. Further, results obtained from assistive machining

experiments are presented for remote cutting of two different shapes over

fiberglass material under laser. Once the major results obtained from the

proposed controllers are presented, the experiment responses obtained from

other proposed algorithms are presented as supplementary material to the

overall structure of the thesis. In that sense, the proposed kinematic method-

ology is verified on one of the delta robot setups (i.e. the master setup) first.

Following that, the results obtained from self-optimizing controller for aut-

ofocusing of inspection unit are presented which conclude the experimental

illustration chapter. Below, the details related to these experiments are elab-



orated along with the necessary discussion on salient features of experiment

results.

8.1 Open Contour Machining Experiments

In order to have the experimental validation for open contour machining

method proposed in Chapter 4, several hand written letters were tested un-

der the slave robot of experimental setup. In that sense, first, the pictures

drawn on a white paper are grabbed by the inspection unit for the letters ”s”

and ”e”. Following the acquisition of letters, the image processing method-

ology covered in Chapter 3 is realized to get the corresponding reference

trajectories. Once the position, velocity and acceleration references for con-

stant velocity tracking are generated and mapped for the workspace, they are

fed to the preview control scheme illustrated in Figure 4.2. The tracking re-

sults of experiments for constant 0.002 m/s tangential velocity references for

letters ”e” and ”s” are shown below in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2 respectively.
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Figure 8.1: Performance of Constant Velocity Tracking Algorithm with Pre-

view Control. Original RGB Image of Letter ”e” (A),Tracking Response

on X-Y Plane for Letter ”e” (B),Tangential Velocity Tracking Response for

Letter ”e” (C ),Tangential Velocity Tracking Error for Letter ”e” (D)
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Figure 8.2: Performance of Constant Velocity Tracking Algorithm with Pre-

view Control. Original RGB Image of Letter ”s” (A),Tracking Response

on X-Y Plane for Letter ”s” (B),Tangential Velocity Tracking Response for

Letter ”s” (C ),Tangential Velocity Tracking Error for Letter ”s” (D)

In order to further justify the results, responses from laser cutting process

with the proposed controller are also shown below in Figure 8.3. The goal

in these experiments is to show possibility of laser marking on an incident

surface with certain desired open contour shape rather than cutting. Here,

it is important to note that due to the interaction between laser beam and

wood and due to lack of long focal length, the cutting depth of wood can only

be limited to some value around 1mm. This is because of the lack of long
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focal length optical components on the laser being used during experiments.

The selection of tangential velocity as 2mm/s relies on this fact.

(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E) (F )

Figure 8.3: Results from Laser Cutting Experiments for Open Contour

Shapes. Original RGB Images (A), (B) (C ), Response of Laser Cutting

on Wood (D), (E ), (F )

As obvious from the results, the overall preview controller algorithm can

perform good for smooth curves while there are deviations from the constant

velocity reference at points where corners exist (i.e. right corner of letter ”e”

in 9th second of Figure 8.1 C ). These deviations at sharp corners would have

less influence for smaller tangential velocity references. This way, the bounds

of the algorithm in maintaining the reference for sharp corners can also be

determined as part of future study.
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8.2 Closed Contour Machining Experiments

Experimental verification of closed contour machining process with the pro-

posed contouring control algorithm is illustrated in this subsection. In order

to give a wider perspective on the applicability of the proposed method, two

different sets of experiments are carried out. In the first set, images of CAD

drawings for certain shapes made on a computer program is used as the in-

put for the overall image processing and contouring control algorithm and

position tracking responses are illustrated. In the second experiment set,

images of various shapes encountered in real life application scenarios and

corresponding laser cutting responses over various materials are preferred to

further validate the proposed scheme.

8.2.1 Contouring Control Experiment Set-1

In this experiment set, three images from CAD generated images are used.

The contents of these images contain an eight leg machine cam, a gear and

an octagon as shown in Figure 8.4 (A), (B) and (C ) respectively. The 2D

trajectories constructed from EFD models of these curves are shown below

the original images in Figure 8.4 (D), (E ) and (F ). In these figures, the

tracking responses with standard independent joint control structure and

with the proposed contour tracking controller are also shown. In order to

have a better judgement, the zoomed plots of these figures are also shown

below in Figure 8.4 (G), (H ) and (I ) respectively. Finally, the performance of

proposed orthogonal axis based contour tracking controller is further depicted

via the plots of tracking errors in normal direction in Figure 8.4 (J ), (K ) and

(L). It should be pointed out that for these geometries, reference velocity in

tangential direction is selected as 8mm/s.
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Figure 8.4: Performance of Contouring Control Algorithm. Images of CAD

Generated Shapes (A), (B), (C ); EFD Models and Tracking Responses (D),

(E ), (F ); Zoomed Plots (G), (H ), (I ); Normal Direction Tracking Errors

(J ), (K ), (L)
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8.2.2 Contouring Control Experiment Set-2

In this experiment set, figures of shapes from random images are selected as

input to the overall algorithm. In order to also show the potential application

of the proposed framework over medical applications like laser surgery. In

that sense, image from a melanoma region over skin, image of a cancerous

tissue on throat and image of a random shape drawn over a paper are shown

in Figure 8.5 (A), (B) and (C ) respectively. The detected contours and EFD

models fitted over these contours are correspondingly shown in Figure 8.5

(D), (E ) and (F ). Further, laser cutting responses of the first two shapes

and laser marking of the third shape made on thin black colored fiberglass

material and wood are respectively shown in Figure 8.5 (G), (H ) and (I ).

Finally in Figure 8.5 (J ), (K ) and (L) the velocity tracking responses in

tangent direction for machining of these three figures are given.
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Figure 8.5: Performance of Contouring Control Algorithm. Images of Real

Shapes (A), (B), (C ); Detected Contours and Fitted EFD Curves (D), (E ),

(F ); Laser Cutting Response on Fiberglass (G), (H ); Laser Marking Re-

sponse on Wood (I ); Tangent Direction Contouring Velocities (J ), (K ), (L)
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From the given figures, the success and wide range application potential of

contouring control is obvious. Especially in high speed and high precision

machining applications, contouring controller outperforms the standard in-

dependent joint control structure by providing much less error in normal

direction. This is basically due to directly acting over normal direction error

using the orthogonal coordinate system over the reference contour.

8.3 Constrained Manual Machining Experiments

Making use of the platform described above, experiments for the proposed

constrained remote laser machining framework are carried out. In that sense,

a human operator used the master robot of the experimental platform and

conducted random motion over the confined space of this robot. In other

words, the master robot’s end effector motion is constrained with the ref-

erence contour and the human operator carried out free motion over this

virtual constraint. For better illustration purposes, assistive manual laser

cutting and marking of two different reference shapes are made again over

fiberglass and wood respectively.

The content of contours for constrained remote laser machining experiments

are extracted from the images given in Figure 8.6 (A) and (B) respectively.

Both of the figures that show the experiment results contain information

about master robot cartesian position (A), slave robot cartesian position (B),

master robot motion and re-scaled slave robot motion with β−1 on the same

graph (C ), master robot tangent direction velocity response (D), slave robot

tangent direction velocity response (E ) and tangential velocities of master

and re-scaled slave robots on the same graph (F ). For the best illustration

purpose, the laser cutting results over fiberglass are depicted in (G) and (H )
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and laser marking results over wood is depicted in (I ). In the first experiment

(Figure 8.7), the scaling factor is taken as % 50 of the original master motion

trajectory for reference slave motion (i.e. β = 0.5× I3). On the other hand,

the second experiment (Figure 8.8) is done with a scaling factor of 2/3 (i.e.

β = 0.666× I3). One important point about these results is that the traced

trajectory does not show one to one corresponding with the marked region

since marking is made only while the operator is pushing the laser firing

button of the pen over master system. Another important issue is that the

tangential velocity is not anymore constant in these results. That is basically

due to the random and free motion of human operator over the constrained

contour. Results are given in Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8 below.

(A) (B)

Figure 8.6: Original RGB Images for Constraining Master Robot Motion.

Experiment-1 (A), Experiment-2 (B)
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Figure 8.7: Constrained Remote Laser Machining Experiment 1. Master

Motion (A), Slave Motion (B), Master and Re-Scaled Slave Motion (C ),

Tangential Velocity Responses (D), (E ), (F ); Fiberglass Cutting Response

(G), (H ); Wood Marking Response (I )
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Figure 8.8: Constrained Remote Laser Machining Experiment 2. Master

Motion (A), Slave Motion (B), Master and Re-Scaled Slave Motion (C ),

Tangential Velocity Responses (D), (E ), (F ); Fiberglass Cutting Response

(G), (H ); Wood Marking Response (I )

Results obtained from these experiments show the success of the proposed

framework on constrained remote non-contact machining via a master &

slave robotic platform. With this achievement, the possibility of robot as-

sisted laser surgery from a distant location can be made feasible opening new
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paradigms in this direction. Potential extensions of this study is elaborated

in the future work section of Chapter 9.

8.4 Generalized Kinematics Validation Experiments

In order to validate the kinematics derivation made in Chapter 6, another

3-DOF manipulator is designed and attached to the end effector of the delta

robot. This second robot is structurally a serial cartesian manipulator con-

sisting of linear actuators driven by rotary motors and ball-screw mecha-

nisms. The motors are from PI-M111 series equipped with internal encoders

that can sense as small as 50nm of linear motion due to high gain in ball

screw. During the experiments this 3-DOF cartesian manipulator is actuated

with step references in all of x, y and z axes and the motion of the end ef-

fector is recorded along with the real-time measurements of delta robot joint

positions and real-time calculations of forward and inverse kinematics. The

results obtained from the experiments are explained in the following subsec-

tion. A depiction of the experimental platform is given below in Fig. 8.9.

For the validation purposes, a set of experiments is made in the setup de-

scribed above. In the experiments, the cartesian manipulator is controlled

under step references of 5mm and the real-time responses are measured. For

the verification of forward kinematics, the position response of the cartesian

manipulator is compared with the calculated forward kinematics response of

delta robot using the joint displacements and the results are shown below in

Figure 8.10 (A), (B) and (C ) for end effector x, y and z motions respectively.

In the figures, the abbreviations FK and TS stand for forward kinematics

and task space respectively.
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Figure 8.9: Experiment Platform For Verification of Generalized Kinematics

Inverse kinematics is also verified in a similar way to that of forward kine-

matics. For that purpose, the motion of the cartesian manipulator is used as

the input for inverse kinematics algorithm and the responses are compared

with the measurements obtained from the joints of delta robot. The results

of inverse kinematics validation are illustrated in Figure 8.10 (D), (E ) and

(F ) below. Likewise, the abbreviations IK and JS represent the inverse

kinematics and joint space respectively.

Verification of the kinematic jacobian is made following a little more com-

plicated path. The position measurements of the joints of delta robot are

differentiated to get the joint velocities. These velocities are then multiplied

by the kinematic jacobian to calculate the end effector velocities. These cal-

culated velocities are compared with the velocities obtained by differentiating

the position measurement of cartesian manipulator and the results are shown

below in Figure 8.10 (G), (H ) and (I ). In these figures, the data with label
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”Measured” represent the differentiated end effector position while the data

with label ”Calculated” stand for the velocities obtained from joints using

jacobian.
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Figure 8.10: Generalized Kinematics Algorithm Experiment Responses. Ver-

ification of Forward Kinematics (A), (B), (C ); Verification of Inverse Kine-

matics (D), (E ), (F ); Verification of Kinematic Jacobian (G), (H ), (I );

As obvious from the figures, the formulation made throughout Chapter 6
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shows one to one correspondence with the actual measurements, concluding

the proof of concept part of the study.

8.5 Autofocusing Experiments

The proposed self optimizing controller structure is implemented on the setup

described in Chapter 7. In order to verify the optimization algorithm, ex-

periments are carried out for testing the robustness of the system against

changes in the magnification level. In that sense, two different experiments

are made. In the first experiment, a defocused system is taken and the mag-

nification is increased from its current level. The algorithm automatically

moves the focusing motor until the maximum sharpness value is achieved.

In the second experiment, a computer generated reference is given to the

magnification motor to zoom out on an apriori focused image. With the

changes in the zoom level, the system is pushed to a defocused region while

the focusing algorithm is running. The response of the algorithm is observed

thereafter until it recovers back the maximum sharpness point at that partic-

ular magnification. The responses from these experiments are shown below

in Figure8.11 and Figure8.12 respectively.
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Figure 8.11: Autofocusing Experiment-1. Change in Magnification Level

(A), Change in Sharpness Level (B)
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Figure 8.12: Autofocusing Experiment-2. Change in Magnification Level

(A), Change in Sharpness Level (B), Process of Manual Defocusing and Au-

tomatic Focusing (C )

In both of the experiments, the first data shows the changes in the mag-

nification level whereas the second data shows how the sharpness of system
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changes while the algorithm traces the maximum focus point. For the second

experiment, the images taken during this manual defocusing and automatic

focusing procedure is also given below the plots of sharpness and magnifica-

tion to provide further insight about the overall process. As obvious from the

sharpness plots of the system and from the recorded pictures, the algorithm

is robust against the disturbance created by the magnification motor and

can track the gradient until the maximum focus point for the current level of

magnification is recovered. It should be noted here that the effects of noise

in the measurement is compensated via using a relatively large window for

gradient during implementation. Better results would be expected if any ad-

vanced method (like polynomial interpolation) is tried to further smooth the

image gradient. Moreover, since the algorithm works based on gradient (i.e.

change of sharpness), when there is no excitation in the system, it does not

start working. The algorithm starts to work once magnification is changed

and continuously traces the maximum focus point thereafter.
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Chapter IX

9 Conclusion & Future Work

9.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, a motion control framework for non-contact cutting of random

shaped contours is presented for applications both in industrial and medical

processes. In that context, first, the problem of contour information genera-

tion is handled. An easy to use, methodological way based on a combination

of several image processing techniques is proposed for the acquisition of ref-

erence geometry to be machined. Based on desired application, the geometry

obtained from a single image is used to generate either time dependent carte-

sian trajectories or time independent cartesian constraint set.

In order to process the generated reference trajectory during non-contact cut-

ting operation by a motion control system, two different schemes are utilized

based on robust motion control framework. In the first scheme, a slight mod-

ification of independent joint control, namely the preview control, is adopted

to handle the constant tangential velocity tracking requirement of shapes

with sharp edges. In the second scheme, benefitting from the possibility

of modeling a closed curve with Elliptic Fourier Descriptors, a new control

methodology is proposed. This new structure relies on definition of a new



coordinate system that moves with the reference operational space contour

and that is always orthogonal to the motion direction. Defining the error and

formulating the controller in this new space, the tracking precision is further

enhanced enabling the application of proposed framework for high speed and

high precision laser cutting as required in industrial applications.

Proceeding further, the non-contact machining process is extended for ap-

plication in a master slave platform yielding towards assistive applications

in medical surgeries. In that sense, making use of the constraints gener-

ated from the reference contour, a method is proposed to confine the master

operator motion over a virtual contour that has the same shape of original

trajectory. In the proposed method, the human operator can move freely

along the contour direction and make cutting of certain segments over that

contour. Enforcing a slave system track the reference motion exhibited by

the human operator on the master system, the proposed method extends the

non-contact cutting ability to a distant location. This way, high precision

remote non-contact cutting of certain profiles is made possible opening a new

door for remote laser surgery operations.

For the realization of proposed remote non-contact machining scheme, direct

drive prismatically actuated delta robots are preferred in both master and

slave systems. In order to enable a wider range of realization, a generalized

kinematics formulation for prismatically actuated 3 DOF parallel robots is

presented that is valid for all configurational variations including the asym-

metric distribution of actuators. Further, experiment specific algorithms and

methods are proposed for the realization of the overall framework.

Experimental validation for all of the proposed and adopted schemes is made

in a platform that contains an image acquisition unit, two structurally differ-
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ent delta robots and a laser machining unit. The results obtained from the

experiments prove the validity of the overall framework for both industrial

and medical applications.

9.2 Future Work

The proposed framework in the context of this thesis opens new paradigms

in many different directions. In that sense, some of the potential extensions

for the proposed methods can be listed as follows;

• Adaptive Preview Control : The open contour machining structure adopted

by the preview control is prone to imperfections at sharp edges due to

rapid acceleration or deceleration. In order to overcome this problem, a

velocity adaptation structure can be combined with the preview control

methodology and laser machining unit. This way, the controller can ad-

just the cutting depth much better at sharp edges which improves the

overall machining quality.

• 3D Contouring Control : The contouring control presented in this the-

sis benefits from the orthogonal moving coordinate system over the

reference trajectory and performs much better than independent joint

control scheme. Extending the same idea of moving orthogonal coordi-

nate frame for tracking of trajectories in 3D would also contribute to

classical machining processes like CNC machining. Results acquired in

this direction will be much valued directly in industrial applications.

• Non-Contact Haptic Feedback : Considering the formulation presented

under the constrained systems baseline, possibility of making a new

formulation to obtain force feedback from a non-contact machining
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system comes into picture. In that sense, following a precise modeling

between the remote machining unit (i.e. the laser cutting system) and

the material being processed, a virtual copy of the machined surface

could be generated on the master side of a overall remote machining

system. Using a similar methodology, the motion of master system

could be constrained to trace the surface shape. Successful achievement

in that direction will lead the possibility of virtual force feedback on

the master side enabling the human operator feel the machined surface

much better. Such an achievement will find important use in remote

laser surgery systems.
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10 Appendices

10.1 Appendix A: Realization of Constraints

Realization of the controller and methodology is done on a master/slave

structure two robot system each of which consists of 3-DOF prismatically

actuated parallel delta type robots. The details related to the experimental

platform is presented in the experiments section. In order to realize the con-

troller derived in the previous section, correct definition of the constraints

should be made. Since in the approach described in Section 3.3 the con-

straint on task space is defined as a combination of circle segments, the prior

requirement from the system is the satisfaction of this constraint. Moreover,

since the system is supposed to keep the z-axis of the operational space at

a constant value, another constraint could be inserted over the system. This

way, the constraint vector can be formulated as;

ϕ (x) =

 x2 + y2 − r2

zref − z

 =

 0

0

 (165)

where, task space coordinates x, y and z are all functions of time and zref

is assumed to take some constant value. The radius r of circle is determined

using the algorithm described in section 3.3. With this definition of con-

straints, the jacobian matrix associated with the constraints can be given

as;

Jϕ =

 2x 2y 0

0 0 −1

 (166)



10.2 Appendix B: Proof of invertibility of Matrix A

Matrix A of equation (114) consists of terms given in equation (110). The

invertibility of this matrix can be verified by checking its determinant. How-

ever, direct substitution of σij will generate a highly complicated expression

for the determinant. Rather than that we can first simplify the content of

matrix A and then analyze further. For this purpose, one can define the

following intermediate expression;

ζi = di cos(αi) + re − rb (167)

With that expression in hand, substituting the content of abbreviated σij

terms of (110) back to (114), one can write the content of matrix A as

follows;

A = 2

 cθ1ζ1 − cθ3ζ3 sθ1ζ1 − sθ3ζ3

cθ2ζ2 − cθ3ζ3 sθ2ζ2 − sθ3ζ3

 (168)

where, cθi and sθi again stand for the cosine and sine terms respectively.

Now, with that structure of matrix A, one can calculate its determinant as;

det(A) = −ζ1ζ2cθ2sθ1 + ζ1ζ2cθ1sθ2

−ζ1ζ3cθ1sθ3 + ζ1ζ3cθ3sθ1

−ζ2ζ3cθ3sθ2 + ζ2ζ3cθ2sθ3 (169)

which can be further simplified using trigonometric identities as follows;
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det(A) = ζ1ζ3 sin(θ1 − θ3)

−ζ1ζ2 sin(θ1 − θ2)− ζ2ζ3 sin(θ2 − θ3) (170)

Looking at the system geometry given in Figure 6.1, one can observe that

the terms ζi < 0 and hence ζiζj > 0 for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Having kept this

in mind, the analysis of equation (170) can proceed with the analysis of sine

terms. Referring to the angle definitions given in Figure 6.1, one can write

down the following information related to the signs of sine terms;

−2π < (θ1 − θ3) < −π ⇒ sin (θ1 − θ3) > 0

−π < (θ1 − θ2) < 0 ⇒ sin (θ1 − θ2) < 0

−π < (θ2 − θ3) < 0 ⇒ sin (θ2 − θ3) < 0 (171)

With these information related to the signs of the terms in (170), one can

conclude that for all feasible values of angles θi and all values αi ∈ (0, π/2)

with i ∈ 1, 2, 3, we have;

det(A) > 0 (172)

�
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